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Lean Privacy Review: Collecting Users’ Privacy Concerns of
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Today, industry practitioners (e.g., data scientists, developers, product managers) rely on formal privacy

reviews (a combination of user interviews, privacy risk assessments, etc.) in identifying potential customer

acceptance issues with their organization’s data practices. However, this process is slow and expensive, and

practitioners often have to make ad-hoc privacy-related decisions with little actual feedback from users. We

introduce Lean Privacy Review (LPR), a fast, cheap, and easy-to-access method to help practitioners collect

direct feedback from users through the proxy of crowd workers in the early stages of design. LPR takes a

proposed data practice, quickly breaks it down into smaller parts, generates a set of questionnaire surveys,

solicits users’ opinions, and summarizes those opinions in a compact form for practitioners to use. By doing

so, LPR can help uncover the range and magnitude of different privacy concerns actual people have at a small

fraction of the cost and wait-time for a formal review. We evaluated LPR using 12 real-world data practices

with 240 crowd users and 24 data practitioners. Our results show that (1) the discovery of privacy concerns

saturates as the number of evaluators exceeds 14 participants, which takes around 5.5 hours to complete (i.e.,

latency) and costs 3.7 hours of total crowd work (≈ $80 in our experiments); and (2) LPR finds 89% of privacy

concerns identified by data practitioners as well as 139% additional privacy concerns that practitioners are

not aware of, at a 6% estimated false alarm rate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Imagine a data scientist at Uber finds that users are more likely to accept surge pricing if their
phone battery is low [22]. Incorporating this insight into the system may improve overall profits;
however, it may also lead to negative headlines in the news media. Another example is the flawed
launch of Google Buzz [18] in 2010, in which Google used users’ contact information gathered from
Gmail to generate their connections in a social network service. Today, industry practitioners face
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a variety of similar dilemmas [2, 87, 111, 117, 134] in understanding how to best use potentially
sensitive data in a manner that users will view as appropriate.
Navigating through these dilemmas requires significant expertise and effort [116]. Companies

need to enumerate the range of problems pertaining to privacy, estimate the severity of each
problem, and balance the potential fixes with competing interests (e.g., corporate revenue).
Today, large companies like Google and Facebook have invested a great deal of resources in
privacy. Privacy-related staff reside in both dedicated stand-alone teams and groups within other
teams [13, 45, 88], providing decision-makers with tailored feedback through privacy reviews.
A formal privacy review often involves multiple departments (e.g., legal, UX, business, public
relations, and domain experts) and multiple rounds of discussion [4, 13, 28] (e.g., privacy impact

assessment (PIA), user interviews, and factorial vignette surveys (FVS)). Such a review
often requires a few weeks’ turnaround time [13] and costs $10,000–$60,000 in human labor for
companies [82].

This current approach to privacy reviews suffers from two major issues. First, since the privacy
reviews are slow and costly, most small teams do not even have the resources to conduct
such reviews. Even large organizations often only conduct comprehensive privacy reviews in a
“sandwich” approach [13, 98, 119] (i.e., up-front specification followed by validation at the end). For
many minor design decisions, practitioners can only offer their best guess (e.g., the “front page”
test [99, 130]) as to users’ expectations with little actual feedback from users [93, 136]. Second,
experts conducting full privacy reviews often do not have the low-level technical knowledge of
each data practice. The process requires practitioners to brief the data practice to experts and wait
for experts’ feedback to validate the final implementation, resulting in a considerable overhead to
the whole organization [13].
This article presents Lean Privacy Review (LPR), a new discount privacy assessment method

that can collect direct feedback from users at a low cost and provide tailored feedback for
a data practice design, without requiring an actual technology implementation. At the heart
of LPR is a novel approach that guides crowd workers in actively examining a specific data
practice for privacy concerns, which reduces the cost and required resources for privacy concern
inspection. Figure 1 presents an overview of the workflow of LPR. LPR asks each crowd worker
to examine a description of data practice and express their concerns in free text, rather than
only through passive responses to Likert questions (i.e., FVS) [12, 112]. Although individual crowd
workers may have limited privacy expertise and only find few privacy problems, our experiments
(Section 9.3.1) show that collectively aggregating their privacy concerns can achieve good and
consistent coverage.
The design and development of LPRwere deeply influenced by lean startup1 [105], agile software

development [23], discount usability testing [89, 91], and speed dating [32]: small teams do short
development cycles with progressively refined prototypes, getting customer feedback at each
step. We envision that LPR would enable two types of usages. First, practitioners can use LPR
to conduct discount privacy reviews when a formal privacy review is not available. Second, the
low-cost nature of LPR makes it possible for practitioners to iterate their data practices based on
fast privacy feedback, as well as explore a broader set of alternative data practices in the early
stages of design. Here, LPR is not designed to replace full privacy reviews, but rather serve as a

1We borrow the term “lean” from the concept of “lean startup” since LPR resembles two important properties of a lean

startup. First, LPR collects direct feedback from users to help uncover their actual privacy concerns. Second, the privacy

concern collection process only involves crowd workers and practitioners, making it more agile than a professional privacy

review.
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Fig. 1. The workflow of a discounted privacy review. (1) Practitioners first transform an initial data practice
design into a privacy storyboard (Figure 2, left) using LPR’s data action worksheet (Appendix B), and (2)
LPR web system (LPR-Web) would generate a set of questionnaire surveys (Figure 2, middle) using a survey
template. Practitioners then (3) send surveys to crowd workers and ask them to actively search for privacy
concerns. (4) LPR then forwards the free-text responses to another group of crowd workers and asks them
to label the privacy concerns using a taxonomy of privacy concerns (Figure 2, right and Appendix A). (5)
Finally, LPR aggregates users’ opinions and summarized the range and magnitude of privacy concerns in a
compact form. In our evaluations, we found that practitioners can create the storyboard in 20–30 minutes,
and the crowd review takes around 5.5 hours to complete (i.e., latency) and costs 3.7 hours of total crowdwork
(≈$80).

low-cost and complementary method to full privacy reviews, similar to how heuristic evaluation
is complementary to full user studies.
Yet, asking crowd workers to actively examine a data practice is challenging. First, we lack an

effective way to communicate data practices to non-tech-savvy users. For example, past work [46]
has found that most non-specialists do not understand the details of the Facebook Cambridge
Analytica data scandal [49, 125] even after being exposed to massive press coverage. Second, we
need an approach to scaffold a privacy design review for non-tech-savvy users. Conducting a
formal privacy review often takes hours for an expert. However, most users may not have the
expertise to articulate a privacy problem and may be unable to engage for a long time to do so.
Finally, interpreting the free-text responses is not easy for practitioners, whomay lack the time and
the expertise to analyze the qualitative responses. The rest of this article describes our solutions
(Sections 4–6) to these key challenges in making LPR practical and a web-based system (Section 7)
to support LPR.

1.1 A Usage Scenario of LPR

A data scientist (i.e., the data practitioner) in a search company wants to run an A/B test to
determine which color is the best for web hyperlinks [7, 55]. On one hand, the data scientist feels
that this is a rather innocuous experiment, especially since users will not face any direct financial
loss. On the other hand, the data scientist worries that this experiment does not explicitly obtain
users’ consent, and some users may feel manipulated. Figure 1 illustrates her interaction with LPR
to evaluate the privacy concerns of her proposed data practice design.
Privacy storyboarding (Section 4). LPR provides aworksheet (Appendix B) and aweb interface

(Figure 8) to help data practitioners think through a planned data practice and generate a privacy
storyboard. A privacy storyboard contains a set of short free-form textual descriptions (see
examples in Figure 2) organized in multiple data flows. These descriptions should contain all the
necessary privacy-salient information (e.g., how the data are being collected, who it is being shared
with, what information is being derived, and how the data are being used) to evaluate the privacy
problems while being understandable by a general audience after a quick read. The worksheet
provides detailed steps to help a data practitioner break a data practice down into smaller parts
and generate the free-form textual descriptions. The web interface supports the data practitioner
to organize these descriptions in data flows.
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Fig. 2. An example use of LPR based on “Google’s 41 Shades of Blue A/B test” [7, 55]. Suppose a practitioner
wants to evaluate the privacy concerns of running an A/B test to determine which color is the best link color.
She starts by creating a privacy storyboard (left). LPR then involves crowd workers in two different tasks:
expressing privacy opinions (middle) and annotating free-text responses (right). LPR first asks crowdworkers
to examine a data action description (a) in free text (b), then forwards the collected free-text responses (c) to
another group of workers for privacy concerns annotation (d).

Collecting direct feedback from users (Section 5). LPR-Web then generates a set of
questionnaire surveys automatically based on the privacy storyboard, and distributes them to
crowd workers. Each survey asks a crowd worker to express her concerns regarding each textual
description and elaborate on the reasons in free text (Figure 2, middle). Each crowd task takes
5–15 minutes to complete. Similar to heuristic evaluation [91], a single individual might not find
all the privacy concerns, but aggregating multiple crowd workers can improve the effectiveness
since different people often discover different concerns.
Presenting feedback to practitioners (Section 6). Quantitatively interpreting users’ free-text

responses is challenging since users’ concerns on privacymatters are often noisy and diverse [135].
LPR sends collected free-text responses (e.g., the red text in Figure 2(c)) to another group of crowd
workers for annotation of privacy concerns (Figure 2, right). By doing so, LPR can aggregate
free-text responses into various quantitative privacy spectra (see examples in Figures 9 and 10)
to help practitioners understand the range and magnitude of users’ privacy concerns.

1.2 Evaluation

We demonstrate through our evaluations that LPR is inexpensive, fast, consistent, and can help
practitioners find potential concerns they are not aware of.

— The applicability of privacy storyboarding (Section 8). We selected 12 diverse real-world
privacy stories and asked three participants to create privacy storyboards. Our results
suggest that practitioners can generate such storyboards in a fast manner: each storyboard
creation takes between 20 and 30 minutes.

— The cost and latency of crowd inspection (Section 9). LPR automatically generates
surveys based on the user-generated storyboards and solicits crowd workers’ opinions. We
queried 20 crowd workers for each story. Our results suggest that the privacy concerns
found by crowd workers converge. On average, aggregating the inspection results from any
14 crowd workers can uncover 97% of privacy concerns identified by all participants. The
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process costs 3.7 hours of total crowd work (≈ $80 in our experiments2), and the requester
needs to wait for 5.5 hours3 to get the results.

— The quality of inspection results (Section 9). Three trained privacy researchers compared
the crowd worker results with the results from 24 software and data practitioners (a mix
of trained UX researchers, privacy engineers and software engineers). They found that LPR
discovered 89% of privacy concerns identified by data practitioners as well as 139% additional
privacy concerns that practitioners did not identify, at a 6% false alarm (FA) rate.

1.3 Contributions

Our specific research contributions are as follows:
— LPR is the first method that inspects privacy concerns of data practices using the crowd.

LPR takes a proposed data practice, breaks it down into smaller parts, generates a set of
questionnaire surveys, solicits users’ opinions, and summarizes the opinions in a compact
form for practitioners to use.

— We propose a new storytelling technique, privacy storyboarding, to help practitioners
communicate a data practice and relevant privacy considerations without having to
implement a system. We identify a set of simple and expressive vocabulary for data actions
(i.e., data collection, sharing, processing, and usage) and organize these actions in a tree-like
topology (see Section 4.3 and examples in Figures 4, 8, and 23–34). The tree topology makes
the storyboard modular, so practitioners can incrementally modify and append more data
applications/actions.

— We introduced 12 real-world data uses cases into data ethics discussion and evaluated LPR
using these practices with 240 crowd users and 24 data practitioners. Our results show that
LPR is inexpensive, fast, consistent, and can provide high-quality privacy review results.

2 RELATEDWORK

LPR builds on ideas from four different areas: (1) privacy review by experts, (2) user research
methods in understanding users’ privacy concerns, (3) privacy surveys, and (4) crowdsourcing.

2.1 Privacy Review by Experts

Modern privacy regulations (e.g., [19]) argue that organizations should think about privacy
in a proactive manner (i.e., Privacy by Design) rather than a reactive one (traditional privacy
regulations). As such, one best practice before deploying a data practice is to have product teams
consult internal privacy experts to vet problems beforehand [13], to make sure that the data
practice is legal and poses an acceptable risk for the company’s business [94]. These privacy experts
are often a mix of experts from different relevant areas with specialized training in privacy, such as
lawyers, UX researchers, privacy engineers, software engineers, and product designers [28], and
might reside in dedicated stand-alone teams (e.g., a privacy council) or groups within the product
team [88].

There exist a few frameworks for reviewing the privacy of a data practice, such as NIST Privacy
Risk Assessment Methodology [93], PIA [136], and Data Protection Impact Assessments

(DPIA) [95]. These frameworks are derived from information security research and treat privacy
problems in a manner similar to security risks. For example, PRAM first asks experts to map out

2The cost includes the payment to both the crowdsourcing platforms and crowd workers.
3The latency is because crowd workers do not start the task immediately after tasks are published, and some workers may

abandon the tasks.
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the data processing pipeline within the target system, and then catalog contextual factors and data
actions.4 Experts then enumerate all potential problems associated with each data action and then
assign scores to the likelihood and severity of each problem. In this way, builders can quantify
and prioritize privacy risks for the organization (e.g., revenue loss from customer abandonment),
and determine appropriate resource allocations to address the risks. The quality of such a privacy
review is heavily dependent on the experts’ expertise level.
Another major approach is guidelines-based, where privacy experts use a set of guidelines to

design and analyze a specific data practice [57]. For example, the Fair Information Practice

Principles (FIPPS) enumerates a set of guidelines—such as Transparency, Purpose Specification,
and Data Minimization—that an ideal privacy-sensitive system should satisfy. Data protection
authorities can use the FIPPS to regulate practitioners regarding how, when, and for what purpose
data can be collected, used, and disclosed [57]. Nissenbaum’s “decision heuristic” [47] includes a
series of guidelines articulated in nine steps, which can be used to evaluate the “system or practice
in question.”
However, both the privacy engineering and guidelines-based approaches look at privacy

primarily from the organization’s perspective (i.e., the risks for their business) rather than
the end-users’ view (i.e., end-users’ perceptions and concerns). The likelihood and severity
scores are also best guesses from these experts, which might be different from actual users’
perceptions of the privacy problems. Through LPR, users’ expectations of the transmission of their
personal information—once carefully structured and aggregated—have the potential to serve as an
important resource for bottom-up approaches to privacy decision-making.

Furthermore, these privacy frameworks require expertise in privacy, and privacy experts are
scarce and expensive [28]. This constraint has a two-fold effect in practice. First, smaller teams
often do not have the resources to hire such specialists. Second, even for companies with
dedicated specialists, having a dedicated team reflect on each data practice’s potential privacy
concerns is infeasible. For example, companies like Facebook run over a thousand data science
experiments each day [41, 64]; however, even a lightweight privacy discussion involving only a
few data scientists, developers, and product managers can cost the company several thousand US
dollars [83, 124]. LPR is designed to be complementary to these methods, when privacy experts are
not available. Further, the fast and low-cost nature allows practitioners to explore more alternative
data practice designs, and collect more direct feedback from users throughout the development life
cycle.

2.2 User Research Methods in Understanding Users’ Privacy Concerns

Beyond the privacy review from a company’s perspective,Human computer interaction (HCI)

and privacy researchers have developed various methods to understand users’ privacy concerns,
such as surveys [6, 40, 127, 135], focus groups [33, 68, 70], interviews [66, 85], experiments [39],
contextual inquiry [9], and analyzing online corpus [85]. However, existing methods suffer from
two constraints.
First, studying users’ privacy concerns through these methods are often costly in terms of both

time and money. For example, to investigate regrets associated with users’ posts on Facebook,
Wang et al. [127] had 569 users participate in interviews, user diaries, and online surveys. The
entire process cost over $1,000 in recruiting participants, and took the authors more than seven
months to finish the studies. Naturally, most companies do not have the resources to justify such
an investment and cannot wait for that long period. Instead, LPR aims to offer a low-cost and fast
method that can help data practitioners collect users’ direct feedback.

4Data actions are information system operations that process personal information [93].
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Second, most UX studies (e.g., [127]) for data practices are conducted in a retrospective manner
(i.e., when the target system is already deployed), since users often need to try the deployed
system to understand their experiences. While techniques like Wizard of Oz [72] and similar
alternative technologies [66] can help elicit users’ generic privacy concerns, these privacy concerns
often can only provide little direct feedback to tailored data practices. For example, Krombholz
et al. [66] used Google Glass as an example of wearable technology to provoke participants’
generic privacy concerns about wearables. However, users’ privacy concerns regarding a data
practice vary as the nuances of the data practice change [110, 135], and it is hard to emulate these
nuances through an approximate set-up. In contrast, LPR develops a storytelling framework to
help practitioners communicate their data practice without implementation. Further, LPR takes a
procedural perspective, allowing users to dive into the procedure of the data practice to understand
the nuances and inform practitioners which part of the process might be problematic.

2.3 Privacy Surveys

Privacy surveys are a common approach to measure users’ privacy attitudes and concerns [12, 48,
48, 80, 123] across times [5, 67] and demographics [25, 30, 128]. One notable example is the over 30
privacy indexes created by Dr. AlanWestin [67]. These privacy indexes cover both the general level
of privacy concerns of the public as well as the attitudes about specific privacy-related topics, for
example, confidence in organizations that handle personal information, acceptance of a national
identification system, and use of medical records for research.
A major limitation of these surveys is that participants’ broad, generic privacy attitudes do

not match well with context-specific, privacy-related behaviors, either actual or intended [26, 78].
Barkhuus [9] questioned the viability of obtaining universal answers in terms of people’s “general”
privacy practices, and argued for the use of more specific vocabularies to analyze contextually
grounded privacy issues. A number of studies [6, 60, 133] have used the Contextual Integrity [92]
framework to construct context-related questions that can help identify established privacy norms.
For example, Apthorpe et al. [6] examined a range of settings, devices, and information types
in specific contexts through questions like: “A sleep monitor records audio of its owner. How

acceptable is it for the monitor to send this information to [different recipients]?” Contextual
privacy surveys can provide valuable insights to establish privacy norms/guidelines. Still, they are
often insufficient to provide direct feedback to a specific data practice, since these parameterized
descriptions cannot capture the richness of complex data actions across multiple stakeholders.
The surveys generated by LPR fall into another group of privacy surveys, namely privacy

incident surveys [29, 65, 135], which collect users’ responses toward a specific scenario, aiming
to capture the details of privacy-sensitive contexts. The most relevant work is ethical-response
surveys [110], in which Schechter et al. [110] ran 3,539 FVS to study five scenarios and found
that a minor change to the Facebook emotional contagion experiment design can reduce users’
disapproval and concern significantly.
However, exploring alternative benign variants is challenging for most practitioners. For

example, to study users’ privacy concerns through FVS, experimenters need to carefully design the
controlled variables across variants, collect a large number of responses, and analyze the results
to illustrate statistical significance. Therefore, FVS is too expensive, in terms of time, cost, and
expertise requirement, when data practitioners need a tool to support their decision-making in
the day-to-day work. Our key insight into the process is that non-tech-savvy participants can
contribute more than just answering multiple-choice questions. Instead, LPR asks participants
to actively examine a specific data practice for privacy concerns and express their concerns
in free-text. This design reduces the cost of privacy surveys for two reasons. First, by asking
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participants to actively search for privacy concerns, experimenters do not need to control variable
across surveys. Second, the free-text responses are more effective in collecting participants’
privacy-related opinions than the Likert scores. A few free-text responses can cover multiple
privacy concerns, while it may take hundreds of numerical scores to illustrate the statistical
significance.

2.4 Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is a widely used method for many tasks, such as gathering data to train algorithms
[34], running user studies [62], proofreading and text editing [11], real-time captioning [69],
writing news articles [63], creating taxonomies [21], penetration tests [37], exploring security
configurations [58], and usability testing [75]. To the best of our knowledge, LPR is the first work
to measure privacy concerns through crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourcing brings several unique benefits for the privacy review tasks, such as

easy-to-access participants pool, low cost, fast response, and programmable demographics [75].
However, crowd workers may lack the motivation and expertise to engage in complex tasks and
provide high-quality feedback [62].

We applied the insights from the prior crowdsourcing research to address these challenges.
LPR offers a specific workflow, breaking a single privacy review task into two small types of
tasks: expressing free-text privacy opinions and annotating free-text responses using a taxonomy
of privacy concerns. We were inspired in part by the Find-Fix-Verify pattern in Soylent [11],
which helps control the quality of crowdsourcing results. Kittur et al. [62] recommend making
crowdsourced tasks more laborious to make it hard to cheat, so LPR asks participants to respond
with more than 100 characters. MicroTalk [38] finds that argumentation, which requires workers
to justify their responses, can improve results accuracy by 20%. Similarly, in addition to rate their
comfortable level, LPR asks participants to elaborate on the reasons behind their rating.

3 DESIGN GOALS, CHALLENGES, AND DEVELOPMENT METHOD

In this section, we discuss the design goal, challenges and brief the development process of LPR.

3.1 LPR Design Goals

To recap, existing solutions to review privacy design issues suffer from a number of limitations,
such as the lack of feedback from potential users [93, 136], high cost in terms of both time and
resources [4, 13, 93, 110, 136], retrospective nature that are only useful once a system is already
deployed [136], a slow review process (i.e., feedback latency) [110], and the ability to only offer
generic feedback [6, 93]. In response to these limitations, we define three properties an ideal LPR
solution should embody.

— Human-centered privacy measurement. The technique should collect users’ privacy
opinions directly and use these opinions to help practitioners identify privacy design flaws.

— Low cost, light-weight, and accessible. Existing review techniques (e.g., PRAM and FRS)
are expensive and time-consuming. McQuinn et al. [82] estimate that a privacy audit can cost
$10,000–$60,000. The audit process may take multiple weeks since it often involves multiple
stakeholders (domain experts, UX researchers, privacy engineers, and executives) [13]. An
ideal method should be fast, accessible, and low cost, so practitioners can collect users’ direct
feedback quickly and iterate the data practice design accordingly.

— Practical feedback for practitioners. The technique should provide concrete and
quantitative feedback to data practitioners, not only which part of the data practice might
be wrong, but also how severe the problem is (i.e., the percentage of affected people and
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the severity of the impact). In this way, practitioners can test different variations to balance
privacy-relevant design choices with opposing interests.

3.2 LPR Challenges

At the heart of LPR is a novel approach that guides non-specialists in actively examining a specific
data practice for privacy concerns, which reduces the cost and required resources for privacy
concern inspection. We develop and test LPR with crowd workers since they are easy to access
for most practitioners. Besides, most crowdsourcing platforms allow requesters to specify the
eligibility criteria so that practitioners can approximate the demographics of participants to match
the target users group.5 Along with these exciting benefits also come three significant challenges.

— Communicating the privacy design to crowd workers. Understanding the details of a
data practice requires significant expertise and technical background.

— Scaffolding the privacy design review. Asking crowd workers to review a privacy design
is challenging for two reasons: task duration and expertise.When a privacy engineer reviews
the data practice, she needs to enumerate the potential privacy problems and then to assess
the impact and likelihood. This process can take hours to complete; however, most crowd
workers can hardly engage for such a long time. Besides, crowd workers may only have a
vague understanding of privacy and may be unable to articulate the problem. For example,
feedback such as “I just do not like this data practice” offers rather limited insights for
practitioners.

— Presenting the output to practitioners. Interpreting results from crowd workers is not
easy. First, practitioners may not have the time to read through all the raw feedback from
crowd workers. Second, users’ responses to privacy designs can be diverse and conflict with
one another. As such, quantitatively assessing the results can be challenging.

3.3 A Summary of the Development Process

Over a span of two years, we designed, implemented, and evaluated the solutions for the above
challenges iteratively. We started with a formative study (Section 4.1) to explore the design space
of privacy storytelling, and used the obtained insights (Section 4.2) to devise an initial privacy
storyboarding technique. We then coded real-world data practices using the proposed storytelling
technique and iterated on the storyboard representation as we expanded the supported use cases
(100+). In the end, we identified a set of simple and expressive vocabulary for privacy storyboarding
(Section 4.3) and developed a worksheet (Appendix B) to facilitate data action analysis
(Section 4.4).

We then iterated the design of privacy inspection tasks for non-specialist crowd workers
in seven rounds of experimentation, aiming to communicate a privacy storyboard through a
reusable template and collect participants’ responses in an aggregatable manner. In each round,
we experimented with different task designs and sent at least 50 surveys (5 storyboards x
10 participants) to crowd workers. The authors then manually went through the responses,
analyzed the inspection quality, potential confusion, as well as the quantitative metrics (e.g., task
completion rate, and duration), and used these feedback to inform the task design in the next
round. To avoid the learning effect, all the crowd workers can only participate in the study once.
The required completion times for different tasks vary; we paid participants an average hourly
rate of $15, by offering an extra bonus after survey completion.

5LPR should perform the best when the inspection participants represent the target users group. However, crowd workers

may not resemble the target user population. We discuss this limitation in Section 11.2.
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Our initial intuition was to apply the design of usability heuristic evaluation to privacy problems
(Section 5.1). We derived heuristics from past privacy research literature, and asked crowd
workers to inspect the privacy problems of each data action using offered heuristics. However, the
heuristic-based approach suffered from a few importation limitations. We focused on the iteration
of heuristics in the first four rounds and then shifted to a two-stage design (collecting free-text
responses (Section 5) first and then asking crowd workers to annotate (Section 6)). Through the
process, we refined the storytelling techniques to communicate the details better, formulated the
privacy problems as privacy concerns, articulated the design of the crowd privacy inspection tasks.

4 COMMUNICATING THE PRIVACY DESIGN: PRIVACY STORYBOARDING

Communicating a data practice between non-specialists and data practitioners is challenging.
Existing solutions tend to choose between either being easy-to-understand for non-specialists (e.g.,
UX storyboards) or easy-to-generate for data practitioners (e.g., context data flow diagram [77,
114]). This section describes the design and development of the privacy storyboarding technique
we created for LPR. Here, our goal is to provide a set of simple and expressive vocabularies to
help practitioners effectively communicate their data practices to non-specialists without having
to fully implement a working system.

4.1 Formative Study

To explore the design space of privacy storytelling, we first conducted semi-structured interviews
with six participants (three male and three female, mean age = 25.3, max = 30, min = 21) to
understand the communication challenges as well as informing the initial design of LPR. We
recruited these participants through the flyers posted on a university campus. Two of them were
professionals who live around the campus, and the rest were students. None of the participants
had received specialized privacy training previously.
We chose six privacy incidents6 (see Table 1) and organized the privacy scenarios similar to

Woodruff et al. [135]. Namely, we identified the context, procedure, and the privacy-relevant
outcomes for each privacy scenarios explicitly.We then tested each scenariowith three storytelling
techniques from the literature.
(1) A long textual paragraph [110, 113] (Figure 3, left). Scenario-based text descriptions/

fiction/ narratives have been commonly used in many privacy-related studies (e.g., [110,
113, 135]). We chose this approach as the baseline.

(2) A hand-crafted privacy storyboard (Figure 3, right). Using a graphical representation to
describe a privacy practice is inspired by scenario-based storyboarding in UX design [107,
121]. Designers often create storyboards to help users perceive, interpret, and make sense of
proposed functionalities. Graphical representations are more engaging and less biased while
the use of words may bias a user’s reaction to particular technologies [122].

(3) Multiple short story snippets [109]. The design of multiple short snippets is inspired by
the survey on the Ethics of Scientific Experimentation [109], in which Schechter et al. listed
the procedures of a data practice in bullet points. Such a design has two advantages. First,
users’ privacy opinions are often beyond the utilitarian perspective. Even if the outcome of
the data practice is highly beneficial, other procedural factors, such as deception, even with
goodwill, may irritate users. Second, we want to help practitioners understand which step
in their data practice is problematic and why, i.e., locate the problem in a specific step of the
data practice.

6We discuss the scenario selection criteria in Section 8.1.
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Table 1. Privacy Scenarios Used in the Formative Study

# Original source Abstract

1 Target Pregnancy

Prediction

(Figure 3) [53]

A retail company develops a customer tracking technology that can predict if

a female customer is likely pregnant.

2 Facebook Emotion

Contagion study [65]

A social network company conducts a massive psychological experiment,

manipulating their news feeds to assess the effects on their emotions.

3 Google 41 Shades of

Blue [7, 55]

A search engine company runs a large scale A/B test experiment, randomly

showing 41 different shades of blue to visitors to determine the best color of

links.

4 Cambridge Analytica

Scandal [49, 125]

A political consulting firm harvests the personal data of millions of people’s

social network profiles without their consent and used it for political

advertising purpose.

5 OkCupid match score

manipulation [54, 134]

A mobile dating app manipulates customer data to see how users of its dating

service would react to one another.

6 Device-based price

discrimination [2]

An online travel agency shows different prices to users with different devices

(e.g., mobile vs. PC, Android vs. iOS).

For (1) and (2), we first presented the whole scenario, and then asked the participants: “If
someone you cared about were a candidate participant for this data practice, would you want
that person to be included as a participant?”7 For (3), we presented each snippet one by one and
asked the same question separately. Participants were also asked to explain their rationale for
each question. To trigger participants’ reflection and test their comprehension, we also presented
a few variations for each scenario. For example, in the Target Pregnancy Prediction [53], we asked
participants, “What if the retail company wants to predict if users are sports fans and send beer
coupons to them during the World Cup?”
The experimental design is similar to Jin et al. [61]. Each participant went through all six privacy

incidents in a randomized order, andwe randomly assigned one of the three storytelling techniques
to each incident. So we tested each storytelling method in 12 tasks (6 incidents x 2 participants).
Each interview lasted around one hour. We compensated each participant $20 for their time. None
of the participants were aware of these incidents before the study.

4.2 Findings and Design Choices

This pilot study resulted in the following findings.

Graphical vs. Textual representation. Graphical representations for privacy storytelling suffer
from several limitations. First, generating a visual storyboard is challenging. The authors need to
have a thorough understanding of the data lifecycle, decent visual design skills, and familiarity
with UX Storyboarding Guidelines (e.g., number of frames, level of detail, and the inclusion of
text [121]). Second, manipulating the variables in visual storyboards is not easy. Visual storyboards
are often developed to test distinct features. In contrast, privacy practices are often subtle and need
multiple minor variations to probe the salient issues. For example, Schechter et al. [110] created
ten variants for the Facebook Emotion Contagion study [65], each describing a small experiment
change.

7This question is adapted from Schechter and Bravo-Lillo [110].
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Fig. 3. Story telling techniques used in the formative study. Left: the plain text description of “#2
Facebook Emotion Contagion Study” [65]. Right: the storyboard representation of “#1 Target Pregnancy
Prediction” [53].

Resulting design choice: We decided to use textual representation since it is easy to generate and
iterate. We discuss the potential bias caused by the use of words in Section 12.3.

Multiple short snippets vs. a long paragraph. Short snippets can elicit more explicit privacy
opinions from participants. When we asked participants to think about each step independently,
they were able to articulate their rationale. However, for scenarios presented in long paragraphs,
participants can express the overall comfortableness but struggle to articulate specific reasons.
Resulting design choice: We decided to break each scenario into multiple snippets since it allows

participants to dive into the procedure of data practice and tell practitioners which part of the
process might be problematic.

Risk–benefit analysis. Participants had difficulty in balancing the risks and benefits to make
a confident decision/judgment. Throughout the interview, we asked follow-up questions to test
participants’ reactions to a few data practice variations. For example, besides personalizing the
advertisements, the retail company can also use users’ purchase behavior to optimize their supply
chains to reduce the operation cost. We then asked participants whether knowing these benign
data usages change their prior answers. In this process, most participants cannot consistently
evaluate the potential benefits and harm, and elaborate their rationals as clear as the prior answer.
Resulting design choice: We decided to divide the risk–benefit analysis task into a set of single

outcome evaluation tasks, where each participant only evaluates the impact of one outcome (i.e.,
one root-to-leaf branch in Figure 4) at a time.

4.3 LPR Story Representation

These findings motivated us to consider a new storytelling technique that describes a data
practice from a data-centric perspective. An ideal privacy storytelling technique should be easy to
understand for non-specialists and easy to generate for data practitioners.

Termdefinitions.We begin by defining four key concepts (Figure 4): data action, data application,
data practice, and data stakeholders. We derive these terms from the past privacy discussions [56,
93, 115].

A data action is the smallest unit in the LPR story, which describes a specific operation where
consumer businesses interact with users’ data.8

8We adapted the definition of “data action” from [93].
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Fig. 4. A privacy storyboard of “trading your DNA data for $1000” [135]. Practitioners can transform an
initial data practice design into a privacy storyboard using LPR’s data action worksheet. We annotate the
examples of “data action,” “data application,” and “data practice” in red boxes. In the storyboard, each node is
associated with a data action. This tree topology explains the data flow using four data action vocabularies:
collection, sharing, processing, and usage. This modular design allows practitioners to modify and append
more data applications/actions incrementally.

A data application is a chain of data actions, describing the complete data lifecycle resulting in
a specific consequence. For example, Google’s 41 shades of blue data science experiment can be
described as a chain of three data actions (Figure 2, left): a company first collects clickthrough data
in an A/B test environment, then aggregates clickthrough data to find the one specific shade that
generates most clicks, and finally decides to change the link color accordingly.
A data practice is a set of relevant data applications. For example, the clickthrough data can

also be used for other data applications, such as search result evaluation [50] and advertisement
billing [106].
A data stakeholder is an individual or group that could affect or be affected by the data

practice [118]. We articulate three types of data stakeholders: data subjects, data observers, and
data beneficiaries/victims. Data subjects are the people who contribute their data [56]. Data
observers are the entities (e.g., people, algorithms, and companies) that have access to users’
data [56]. Data beneficiaries/victims are the people impacted by a data practice.

Tree9 topology.A common way for practitioners to present the information flowwithin a system
is with data flow diagrams [77, 114], which visualizes the data communicated between different
system components and external entities. For example, a data flow diagram of an online bookstore
may describe how the shopping cart module sends the transaction data to the database. Such a
system-centric graph can help the developers understand the system requirements, but do not
necessarily explain data flow from the users’ perspective.
In response to these limitations, we change the depiction perspective to a user-centric model,

which describes how data flows between stakeholders and how data impacts different stakeholders.
In doing so, we propose new data flow vocabularies to help practitioners communicate complex
real-world privacy matters. While each node in a traditional data flow diagram is often a system
component, the basic vocabularies in LPR are individual data actions, each documenting the
privacy-relevant information, such as what data is being collected, where it is being sent to,

9The tree-like topology refers to the term in computer networks. Each node in a tree has zero or more child nodes but at

most one parent node.
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and why. Such a perspective shift allows non-specialists to track the accountability of different
stakeholders explicitly.
A privacy storyboard then organizes these data actions in a tree topology. Figure 4 illustrates

an example of an LPR story, which describes the data practice “trading your DNA data for
$1000” from [135]. Each node in the tree topology is associated with a data action, and the edges
connecting nodes represent the data flow between different data actions. Each root-to-leaf chain
describes the data lifecycle of a specific data application. Such a tree topologymakes the storyboard
modular, so practitioners can incrementally modify and append more data applications/actions to
the data practice.

Data action primitives. Through iterative development, we noticed that the data actions are
clusterable. Our catalog of data actions is inspired by Solove’s taxonomy [115] of harmful privacy
activities, where Solove enumerates 16 activities that invade privacy and organizes them into
four sequential groups: (1) information collection; (2) information processing; (3) information
dissemination; and (4) invasion. While Solove originally uses these groups to organize harmful
activities, we find that these groups are succinct and expressive vocabularies to describe the data
flow.
We first extracted 67 data applications from 14 privacy scenarios10 in Woodruff et al. [135]

as the test cases. We then coded these applications into tree typologies and iteratively refined
the definition of data action primitives. We eventually concluded with four types of data action
primitives (Table 2): (1) Data collection; (2) Data sharing; (3) Data processing; and (4) Data usage.
We also made following two main changes to make these vocabularies expressive in describing a
data practice:

— Data actions are neutral. The original terms from Solove’s taxonomy refer to problematic
privacy activities. In contrast, we design LPR to evaluate an unknown data practice
(malicious or benign), so we make data action primitives neutral and extend the coverage.
For example, we change “invasion” to “data usage,” which refers to the potentially neutral
application a business can perform through the use of users’ data that will impact the users
in a certain way.

— The order of data actions is flexible. While Solove’s order11 describes the most common
sequence of privacy invasions, we made it flexible to accommodate various complex
real-world privacy-related data practices (see examples in Appendix Figures 23–34). For
example, an HR service provider may purchase the data from a marketing company and
then analyze the data (Figure 4).

4.4 Generating an LPR Story

Through an iterative coding process, we developed a method to help data practitioners think
through a data practice and generate an LPR story. Instruction worksheets are presented in
Appendix B. Here, we describe the three major steps and explain the design rationale.

(1) Identify data applications

—Who are the data subjects? Who are the data observers? Who are the beneficiaries and victims?
— How would the data practice impact the stakeholders directly or indirectly?

(2) Break each data application into data actions

— Each data action should only contain at most one stakeholder per type (i.e., data subjects, data
observers (senders or receivers), and beneficiaries/victims).

10The appendix of [135] contains 20 scenarios. We excluded the non-consumer business ones.
11collection->processing->dissemination->invasion.
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Table 2. A Data Action Is the Smallest Unit in LPR Story, which Describes a Specific Operation that
Consumer Businesses Interact with Users’ Data

Primitives Definitions Examples

Data collection A data observer collects/stores data from

data subjects.

Collection and storage

Data processing A data observer processes users’ data to derive

new data.

Re-identifying, anonymization,

inference, and aggregation

Data sharing A data observer shares user’s data or derived data

with another data stakeholder (i.e., observer,

subject, and beneficiary/victim).

Sharing, dissemination,

transfer, and increasing data

accessibility

Data usage A data observer uses the data in a certain way

that impacts a data beneficiary/victim.

Decision interference and

knowledge discovery

We have four types of data action primitives: (1) Data collection; (2) Data sharing; (3) Data processing; and (4) Data

usage.

(3) Describe each data action in succinct text

—What is the context of the data action?
Below, we examine each of these steps in detail, describing what kinds of information the

question is looking for, why it is important, and offering some examples.

4.4.1 Identifying Data Applications. The first step for data practitioners is to enumerate the
potential outcomes and applications that will be generated by the data practice in question. Data
collected to achieve beneficial objects may adversely affect individuals’ privacy as an unintended
consequence [16]. For example, search engines use users’ locations to make search results more
relevant; however, the data collected might also be used to improve targeted advertising. Our goal
here is to separate the duties [132] of different data applications by disseminating the tasks and
associated privileges.
It would be challenging to enumerate every possible outcome; the focus here should be on most

possible and common cases (both positive and negative). As such, we adapted two sets of questions
from the privacy risk model by Hong et al. [56]. The first set asks data practitioners to think
about the stakeholders impacted by the data practice:Who are the data subjects? Who are the data
observers? Who are the beneficiaries and victims? The second set asks the author to think about
the likely outcomes for each data application: How would the data practice impact the stakeholders
directly or indirectly?

4.4.2 Breaking Each Data Application into Data Actions. The second step is to segment data
applications into data actions and then organize them in a chain format. Our earlier pilot study
(Section 4.1) suggests that the breakdown can both help participants more effectively understand
the data practice and help practitioners to pinpoint specific problematic data action. The challenge
here is to determine the segmentation strategy. An ideal strategy should produce relatively
consistent segmentation results, which are easy to understand for non-specialists, while also be
easy to use for practitioners.
The design of our segmentation strategy is inspired by the literature in UX storyboarding [121]

and comic creation [79]. For example, Truong et al. [121] suggest that the optimal length of a
storyboard is between three and five. Both undersegmentation and oversegmentationwill decrease
user understanding and engagement. We empirically tested different segmentation strategies
suggested by McCloud [79], such as subject-to-subject, scene-to-scene, action-to-action, and
moment-to-moment, iteratively on 94 data applications (67 from [135] and 27 from Table 1).
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We finally concluded with the following segmentation strategy: each data action should
only contain at most one stakeholder per type (i.e., data subjects, data observers, and
beneficiaries/victims). For example, if a data action involves two beneficiaries, this data
action should be further divided into two data actions. In doing so, the crowd workers can express
their opinions to stakeholders separately. Meanwhile, the story authors can more easily trace
accountability by tracking the data flow. Take the Target pregnancy prediction scenario [53] as an
example. We can divide the data application into three data actions: (1) a retail company collects
users’ purchase data from their customers; (2) the retail company processes users’ purchase
history to predict if a female customer is likely to be pregnant; and (3) the retail company sends
the tailored coupons to these mothers-to-be.
Note the final segmentation output still depends on the granularity of stakeholders. For

example, practitioners may treat the whole retail company as a stakeholder so that they can test
users’ general perception to different prediction types (e.g., first-time parents and sports fans).
Alternatively, they can also treat each department (e.g., data science department and marketing
department) as an independent stakeholder so that they can trace accountability.
Once segmented, data applications may share common data actions. For example, the data

collection node is often the root node of a tree, deriving multiple data usages. Merging the shared
data actions results in a tree topology.

4.4.3 Describe Each Data Action in Succinct Text. The last step is to generate a succinct text
description for each data action, explaining the privacy-salient information to a non-tech-savvy
audience (e.g., crowd workers). There exist several description templates in different privacy
frameworks, e.g., the five-parameter information flow template [6, 92] from the Contextual
Integrity framework, and the examples in the PIA template [36]. We applied these templates to
over 100 data actions and found two challenges in using them directly in the context of LPR.

— Existing templates primarily focus on the data collection part but barely apply to

other data actions. Taking the Target pregnancy prediction scenario [53] as an example
again, the five-parameter information flow can apply to the first data action (i.e., data
collection): a retail company (recipient) collects their customers’ purchase data (attribute) if

they (sender) make purchase in online/offline stores (transmission principle). However, this

template barely applies to the other two data actions (i.e., processing and usages). Data
processing actions infer some new data insights from the raw data, data usage actions

involves data beneficiary/victim. The five-parameter template does not cover both new data

insights and beneficiaries/victims.
— Existing templates are often too compact to include important contextual

information. In the Target pregnancy prediction scenario, the underlying goal of sending
first-time parents special coupons is that the company wants to re-shape their life-long
shopping habits. Research shows that first-time parents are experiencing the most hectic
time in their life, and their shopping habits may experience a major change during that
period. It is hard to fit this kind of contextual information into existing compact templates.

We then iterated text descriptions for the 94 data applications, tested them with crowd
workers, and concluded with a lightweight description structure: [Context] [Data action][Further
description]. Each data action description starts with an introduction of the context, then presents
the specific data action, and concludes with a few necessary further descriptions. Reviewing
the final descriptions, we propose a set of questions (attached in Appendix B) intended to help
practitioners think through each data action and generate the descriptions. Table 3 enumerates
some example output after this step.
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Table 3. We Can Describe the Primary Data Application Derived from “How Target Figured Out A Teen
Girl Was Pregnant Before Her Father Did” [53] as a Chain of Three Data Actions

(Collection–Processing–Usage)

Data collection When a user made purchases at a retail store (online/offline), the retailing company

collected various behavior data, such as the purchase items, payment credit card,

e-mail address, delivery address, and so on.

Data processing Based on the e-mail, delivery address, credit card number, and so on, the company

associates the purchase history with anonymized identity. The retail company later

develops various models to predict user traits using the purchase history. For

example, pregnant women purchase different items such as supplements like calcium,

magnesium, and zinc. So the model guesses the customer may be pregnant if she buys

these products in a short period.

Data usage Once the retail company predicts the customers might be pregnant, the company will

send out tailored coupons to these parents-to-be, e.g., special coupons for diapers, baby

clothes catalogs.

Sending coupons for baby items does not bring too much profit. The underlying goal

is that the company want to re-shape their shopping habits. Research shows that

first-time parents are experiencing themost hectic time in their life, and their shopping

habits may experience a major change during that period. The retailing company

wants to leverage this special opportunity.

The above table illustrates the example output by authors using the worksheet.

5 SCAFFOLDING THE PRIVACY DESIGN REVIEW

This section describes the design and development of a non-specialist-oriented privacy inspection,
which collects users’ qualitative (i.e., free-text responses) and quantitative (i.e., numerical
comfortableness scores) feedback regarding their privacy concerns towards each data action (see
Figure 2, middle).

5.1 A Failed Attempt: Heuristics for Crowd Privacy Inspection

In our initial task iterations (see Section 3.3), we attempted to develop a set of heuristics to capture
common privacy concerns. Similar to UX heuristic evaluation [91], we presented participants with
a set of heuristics and asked them to inspect each data action using these heuristics. In doing so,
we hoped to be able to associate open-ended responses with different heuristics and present an
aggregatable view to data practitioners.
We experimented three sets of heuristics for privacy problems (Table 4) derived from a range

of legal and policy documents [1, 35, 43] and tested each set with crowd workers. For each set,
we tested at least 5 different privacy scenarios with 10 crowd workers. Figure 5 illustrates one set
of our heuristic questions. Participants were asked to go through the heuristics one by one for
each data action, evaluate whether the data action violates them, and explain the reasons. In each
round, we analyzed the collected responses to inform the task design (i.e., question templates and
heuristics) in the next round. We observed a few tradeoffs through the process.

+ The heuristics can increase crowd workers’ sensitivity to privacy problems. With heuristics,
participants become more critical and verbal about their privacy concerns, tending to
mention one or multiple privacy problems for each heuristic.

+ We can use heuristics to aggregate users’ open-ended responses.
− Participants used the heuristics as the criteria rather than their actual feelings. For example,

one participant reported that “sending personalized coupons” violates “respect for persons,”
but also noted that he is “fine with it since it may save him some money.”
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Table 4. Sources We Used to Generate Heuristics for Privacy Problems

# Source Heuristics

1 Seven types of privacy [43] Privacy of the Person, Privacy of Personal Behaviour and

Action, Privacy of Communications, Privacy of Data and

Image, Privacy of thoughts and feelings, Privacy of location

and space, and Privacy of association

2 Privacy rights by Roger

Clarke [1]

Privacy of the Person, Privacy of Personal Behaviour, Privacy

of Personal Communications, and Privacy of Personal Data

3 Belmont Report [35] (Figure 5) Respect for persons, Beneficence, and Justice

Fig. 5. One survey screenshot of the failed attempts using heuristic guidelines. Participants were asked
to go through the heuristic one by one for each data action, evaluate whether the data action violates it,
and explain the rationale. The example heuristic guidelines are derived from Belmont Report [35]. While
heuristics makes crowd workers more sensitive to privacy concerns, they also introduced two tradeoffs: (1)
participants become overly critical; and (2) participants either have a shallow understanding of the heuristics
or spend significant time to learn the heuristics.

− Participants tend to check all the minor privacy problems and have a hard time prioritizing
them. As a result, the collective output of the heuristic-based approach quantifies both how
visible the problem is, and how severe the problem is.

− Learning the heuristics during a short survey was challenging. Most crowd workers are not
aware of the principles before joining the tasks. They can only gain a limited understanding
during the study instruction and warm-up tasks.

− Going through the heuristics one by one was time-consuming. Inspecting four sequential
data actions with seven heuristics often takes more than an hour. Meanwhile, the response
quality from crowd workers is often reduced as the completion time increases. In the
first four iterations, we aggressively reduced the number of heuristics to speed up the
task. However, the last heuristic-based approach using three heuristics still takes around
45 minutes to complete a survey.

These findings motivated us to rethink the design of the privacy review task and the necessity
of heuristics. Privacy review by crowd workers is different from heuristic evaluation in several
respects. First, heuristic evaluation is mainly conducted by trained UX researchers since it takes
time and practice to gain a deep understanding of usability heuristics. Second, privacy opinions
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can be more personal and abstract than usability problems and therefore can be difficult for users
to pinpoint what’s bothering them and map it back to heuristics.
In the later iterations, we shifted the design of privacy review tasks to a two-stage design, which

breaks the task into two sub-tasks: inspection (Section 5) and annotation (Section 6). We first asked
participants to provide free-text responses without heuristics, and then forwarded these responses
to a different set of crowd workers to annotate privacy concerns. This inspection–annotation
paradigm has several advantages over the heuristic-based approach. First, users tend to describe
the privacy concerns they care about most in free text, which helps us prioritize their privacy
concerns. Second, users do not need to learn and reflect on the heuristics, so it reduces the heuristic
overhead and speeds up task completion. Meanwhile, we can aggregate users’ open-ended
responses using the labels from the annotation tasks.
In the following subsections, we introduce three important features of LPR, which further

scaffold the privacy inspection task for crowdworkers: (1) eliciting users’ feedback through privacy
concerns (Section 5.2); (2) searching privacy problems collectively and actively to increase the
coverage (Section 5.3); and (3) dividing the survey into mini-surveys to lower the task barrier
(Section 5.4). We present the design of the annotation tasks in Section 6.

5.2 Eliciting Users’ Feedback through Privacy Concerns

These early explorations also raised an important question: what do we aim to measure through
LPR (e.g., privacy problems, privacy concerns, and privacy risks), and how dowe guide participants
to inspect the target properties?
Indeed, privacy is a concept in disarray [115]. Researchers and practitioners have developed

many terms to capture different dimensions of this complicated concept. For example, Solove [115]
articulates the term “harmful privacy activities” by enumerating 16 activities that invade people’s
privacy. Privacy engineering techniques (e.g., PIA [136] and PRAM [93]), on the other hand, use
the term “privacy risk,” which is the multiplication of the likelihood and the impact of privacy
harms. We surveyed relevant privacy concepts in the literature (Table 5), tested multiple privacy
concepts in experimental surveys, analyzed the responses from crowd workers.
We chose to focus on the concept of privacy concerns. The term “privacy concern” has been

heavily used by privacy researchers in the HCI community [42, 67, 101, 112], which refers to
users’ subjective feeling (e.g., whether users are comfortable) towards a specific privacy relevant
problem. Different from privacy risk, privacy concern is not necessarily associated with personally
identifiable information collection or potential privacy harm. For example, users might feel
uncomfortable because of an unfair procedure, a digital market manipulation [17], or simply a
lack of trust.
We decided to focus on privacy concerns for two reasons. First, users’ subjective feelings towards

a data practice are important, yet there exists few systematic methods to capture them directly at a
low cost. Second, both our formative studies and early privacy surveys also found that users have
a desire to express their privacy opinions. It is easier to ask users to reflect on their feelings rather
than evaluate the data practice using other system metrics (e.g., privacy risks).

5.3 Searching Privacy Problems Collectively and Actively

Existing research often formulate privacy concerns as numerical values and measure them using
vignette factorial surveys [42, 110]. For example, Schechter et al. [110] uses the question “If
someone you cared about were a candidate participant for this experiment, would you want
that person to be included as a participant?” to collect respondents’ responses. Respondents
can answer in three options: “Yes,” “I have no preference,” or “No.” To measure users’ concerns
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Table 5. A List of Commonly Used Privacy Concepts

# Privacy concept Description References

1 Privacy

harm/injury/

activity

the negative impact of a data action, which can be physical,

mental, or economic injury to the consumers

[24, 93, 115]

2 Privacy risk the likelihood of a privacy harm multiply the impact of the

privacy harm

[56, 94]

3 Perceived privacy

risk

users’ perceived likelihood of a privacy harm multiply users’

perceived impact of the privacy harm

[12, 44, 86]

4 Privacy concern a combination of perceived privacy risk/benefit tradeoff,

procedural fairness, trust, and feelings

[42, 67, 112]

5 Privacy norm/

expectation

established based on the collective pattern of privacy

concerns

[6]

6 Privacy preference established based on an individual’s consistent privacy

concerns on similar data practices

[73]

7 Privacy violation a problematic data action that would violate privacy norms [102]

We articulate these privacy concepts to illustrate the conceptual differences.

Table 6. Comparison between LPR and Existing Techniques: Privacy Engineering Techniques (e.g.,
PRAM [136] and PIA [136]) and FVS

Techniques Who discovers privacy problems? Who quantifies privacy problems?

Experts Practitioners Laypersons Experts Practitioners Laypersons

PRAM [93] � � �
FVS [110] � � �

LPR � �
Methods like PRAM, PIA require privacy engineers to discover and quantify potential privacy problems. FVS requires

researchers to enumerate privacy problems and quantify the issues by analyzing laypersons’ responses. In LPR,

laypersons both discover and quantify privacy problems.

from these responses, researchers need to survey a large number of users [110], carefully control
the variables across different surveys, and quantify users’ concerns through statistical analysis
(Table 6). This process is often expensive and time-consuming. Meanwhile, practitioners may not
have the necessary skills to run such a rigorous study.
In contrast, LPR contributes a different and complementary method. Our method is inspired

by heuristic evaluation [84, 91]—we make an analogy between usability problems and privacy
problems. In traditional user testing (Table 7), the observer (i.e., experimenter) has the
responsibility of interpreting users’ actions to infer how these actions are related to the usability
issues. Heuristic evaluation reduces the cost of finding usability problems by asking evaluators to
actively assess the usability of a user interface using a set of heuristics.
The conventional approach of using FVS (Table 8) operates similarly to traditional user testing,

which requires the experimenter to interpret respondents’ numerical answers. Instead, LPR asks
users to nominate their privacy concerns actively, which is similar in spirit to heuristic evaluation.
In doing so, LPR formulates privacy concerns as the reasons why users feel uncomfortable regarding
specific data action. The input from the crowd workers would be a set of free-text responses
associated with a severity score, each explaining why users feel uncomfortable regarding a specific
data action.
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Table 7. Usability Evaluation [90]

Traditional

user

testing

The experimenter interprets users’

action to infer how these actions are

related to the usability issues.

Heuristic

evaluation

The evaluators go through the

interface from users’ perspective,

assess the usability and report their

comments.

Table 8. Privacy Concern Inspection

Privacy

factorial

surveys

The experimenter designs surveys

consisting of varying situations and

interprets the respondents

judgments.

LPR Crowd workers go through a data

practice from users’ perspective,

assess the privacy concerns and

report their comments.

In practice, LPR asks participants to answer two questions (see an example in Figure 2, middle)
regarding each data action independently12:

—Howwould you feel if the company [collects|shares|processes|uses] your data as described above?
This is a five-scale likert-score question. Users can answer in five options (from “Extremely
comfortable” to “Extremely uncomfortable”).

—Why did you feel that way?
The is a open-ended question, which requires 100-character [3, 120] minimum length.
Participants are asked to write the response in a template: “I feel [comfortable|
... |uncomfortable] because XXXXX.”

Through our survey iterations, we also found our participants were quite expressive in
describing their major privacy concerns. The reported concerns also varied across different
participants, so collectively aggregating them helped improve coverage. We quantitatively
evaluate the benefits of aggregating inspection results in Section 9.

5.4 Dividing the Survey into Mini-Surveys

The above design allows a non-tech-savvy participant to contribute to a privacy review. However,
the length of the reviewing task still remains challenging for crowd workers. Inspecting a complex
data practice can be time-consuming, taking up to two hours in our early surveys, which is a long
period of time for many crowd workers [108]. On the other hand, arbitrarily breaking down a
data practice inspection into smaller parts might not work either since data actions are highly
interdependent. Breaking a data practice inspection into data action inspections might remove
useful contextual information, making it hard for participants to understand the necessary privacy
details. After testing three “divide and conquer” strategies (dividing up the survey by actions,
by applications, and by practices), we decided to ask users to inspect the data practice at the
granularity of data applications.
Each crowd task (i.e., Human Intelligence Task (HIT)) contains four parts: consent page,

tutorial examples, data application evaluation, and demographic data collection. In the tutorial
example page, we showed participants the example answers for a data application derived
from [135]. We used a Depth-first search algorithm to parse the tree typology and generate a
set of data applications. The LPR-web then loads a pre-defined survey template and replaces
the data action description placeholders (see Figure 13) with the actual content in each data
application. Each crowd task contains one to two data applications, and each survey page renders
the evaluation questions for one data action. It often takes around 15 minutes for a crowd worker
to complete a survey. A participant is only allowed to work in one data practice once.

12Adapted from [42].
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Fig. 6. The final interface of LPR privacy annotation task. We ask each crowd worker to go through the
privacy concern categories one by one and check all the concerns mentioned in users’ free-text responses
(collected from Figure 2(b)).

6 AGGREGATING THE PRIVACY INSPECTION RESULTS

A major challenge of introducing open-ended questions into privacy surveys is that they can be
difficult to aggregate. For example, Felt et al. [42] used open-ended questions in their surveys
and manually coded these responses to interpret users’ contexts. However, practitioners may not
have the qualitative research skills or time to analyze these open-ended responses. To address
this challenge, we developed a crowd-based technique to aggregate open-ended privacy opinions,
which transforms the free-text responses and the comfortableness scores into a list of privacy
concerns, each associating with a magnitude score.

6.1 Privacy Annotation

We organized the annotation tasks in a manner similar to traditional image labeling tasks. Each
free-text response annotation is an independent HIT, and participants can complete as many
tasks as they desire. We then presented each participant the data action description, the response
text, and a set of privacy concern options. The annotator can select multiple privacy concerns or
nominate new privacy concerns not covered in the provided list. In our experiments, we assign
each response text to three different participants and consider an annotation valid if more than
two participants annotate the same concern independently.
A list of common privacy concerns. At the core of the annotation is the list of common

privacy concerns (Appendix A), which is the basic vocabulary to characterize users’ privacy
concerns in LPR, facilitating communication between crowd workers and practitioners. Designing
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Fig. 7. The development of a list of common privacy concerns. We first applied thematic analysis to our
survey and interviews data to build the initial list. The left figure illustrates some example line-by-line coding
results based on the survey responses. We then iterated the list with crowd workers, to ensure the list is easy
to comprehend for non-specialists. We placed the example quotes, basic codes, and high-level themes on a
whiteboard to track the development (right).

such a list is challenging. First, the list should be easy to understand for crowd workers, imposing
little learning overhead. Second, the list should be comprehensive, covering most privacy concerns
people may have. Third, the granularity of the list should be meaningful for practitioners, ideally
connecting to some actionable items.
We used thematic analysis [14] to build the initial list. Two authors read through the free-text

responses collected in survey iterations as well as the notes from previous semi-structured
interviews independently and held weekly discussion. The aim of the analysis is to find out
privacy concerns that the study participants had about our data practices. With this idea in mind,
we performed the following steps of analysis: line-by-line coding of the survey and interviews’
transcripts, with an aim to generate as many basic codes as possible, constant comparison and
discussion of these basic codes, development and refine of higher-order themes to encompass and
link these basic codes, and extensive case-based memo writing to track developing ideas. As the
analysis proceeded, we also developed new privacy storyboards, refined the survey templates, and
collected responses from different sets of crowd workers. We iteratively analyzed the data we
collected throughout the process until we found consistent, recurring types of privacy concerns
and no longer encountered new types of concerns, which suggested that we had reached data
saturation. In total, we analyzed over 1,000 responses to 67 different data applications.
We then iterated the list of privacy concerns and description text with crowd workers, to

ensure the list is easy to comprehend for non-specialists. We further optimized the list for
annotation efficiency by merging several conceptually relevant concerns, as we found that crowd
workers often labeled them together. To help practitioners comprehend the list quickly, we
further organized these privacy concern types into three high-level categories: respect for persons,
beneficence, and justice (see Appendix Figure 22). Figure 6 enumerates the text descriptions of the
14 concerns. Note the list of privacy concerns is non-exclusive, and so a free-text response may
fall into multiple categories.

6.2 Computing the Range and the Magnitude of Different Privacy Concerns

Through the privacy inspection surveys, a practitioner obtains a set of free-text responses
{t1, t2, t3...} associated with severity scores {s1, s2, s3, . . .}, each explaining why users feel
uncomfortable/comfortable regarding a specific data action. She then obtains a set of privacy
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Fig. 8. The overview of an LPR story in the web interface. The tree topology makes the story modular, so
practitioners can incrementally modify and append more data actions.

concern annotations Ak ∼ {ak1,ak2,ak3, . . .} for each free-text response {tk } through the
annotation tasks.
We define the range of privacy concerns of a data action as the union of annotated privacy

concerns for individual free-text responses: Ranдe = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ∪ .... The range of privacy
concerns of a data practice is the union of individual data actions’ privacy concerns. We then
quantify the magnitude of each privacy concern similarly as privacy risk estimation [93]. In
essence, the magnitude is a function of the likelihood that a privacy concern expressed by the
crowd workers multiplied by the level of their uncomfortableness. LPR quantifies the magnitude
of each privacy concern as the sum of associated comfortableness scores from different participants
divided by the total number of participants.

7 A WEB-BASED SYSTEM TO STREAMLINE LPR

We further developed a web-based system13 to streamline the LPR process. A practitioner may
use the worksheet (Appendix B) to think through the data practice in the lens of LPR data actions
and then create a storyboard using the web interface (Figure 8). The practitioner can continuously
modify the stories, append new applications, and make changes to the text descriptions. All the
modifications would be saved to a remote server automatically.
Once finished, the practitioner may download a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file

that can be imported into the Qualtrics survey platform.14 The practitioner can then distribute
the generated surveys (Figure 2) through various channels (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk

(AMT) and Google Marketing Platform), collect users’ direct feedback, and import the survey
responses to an HIT annotation template (Figure 6). At the end, the practitioner can import the
comma-separated values (CSV) files into the web system to view them quantitatively. The web
system displays the results in an interface inspired by Heuristic Evaluation [91]. It has two views to
support practitioners to navigate and consume the crowd inspection output: summary view and
detailed view. A complete demonstration of the web interface is available in the accompanying
video.

Summary view. Once the crowd inspection results are available, the web system shows
an aggregated privacy concern spectrum (Figure 9), which can help practitioners both gain a
high-level overview and navigate to the specific comment by hovering mouse on a specific block.

13http://leanprivacyreview.com/.
14https://www.qualtrics.com.
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Fig. 9. The summary view of an example data practice: Loyalty card in a retail store [135]. The corresponding
storyboard can be found in Figure 12. The privacy concern spectrum above renders privacy review
results from 19 participants, showing who found which privacy concern. Each column corresponds to one
participant, and each row corresponds to one type of privacy concerns. The redness in each block indicates
the level of each participant’s discomfort regarding the specific dimension. We do not include positive
feedback in this privacy concern spectrum.When a practitioner hovers hermouse on a colored block, a tooltip
containing the raw textual feedback will pop up. This grid plot is inspired in part by heuristic evaluation [91].

Fig. 10. The summary views at the data application level for Loyalty card in a retail store [135]. We only
annotate the free-text responses associated with non-positive scores, so all the positive responses fall into
the “no privacy concern” category. While the total number of free-text responses are the same, the summary
views are quite different. At a glance, the practitioners can find that the data application 1 (using the purchase
data to determine insurance rates) raises most privacy concerns, while the data application 2 (using the
purchase data to customize coupons) receives least negative comments.

The usability problem visualization inHeuristic Evaluation [91] inspires the design of the spectrum,
where each column corresponds to one participant, and each row corresponds to one type of
privacy concerns. The redness in each block indicates the level of each participant’s discomfort
regarding the specific dimension.
Practitioners can view the privacy spectrum at the level of a data practice or a data application.

For example, Figure 10 illustrates the spectra of three data applications in a data practice. At
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Fig. 11. When the practitioner taps a data action node, LPR provides the details about the selected data
action. The detailed view first shows a comfortableness distribution chart (left), helping the practitioner
understand the general acceptableness. The detailed view then shows a concern bar chart (middle),
visualizing the occurrences of privacy concerns in each category. Finally, the practitioner can explore the
free-text responses by selecting the concern type of interest in the concern bar chart.

a glance, practitioners can find that crowd workers raise most privacy concerns in the data
application 1 (Figure 10, left), while the least privacy concerns in data application 2 (Figure 10,
middle).
Detailed view.When the practitioner taps a data action node in the reviewmode, LPR provides

the details about the selected data action (Figure 11). The detailed view aims to help practitioners
dive into the details and gain a deeper understanding of users’ privacy concerns. The detailed view
contains three components: (1) a comfortableness distribution chart that helps authors understand
the general acceptableness (Figure 11, left); (2) a concern bar chart that visualizes the occurrences
of privacy concerns in each category (Figure 11, middle); and (3) a filterable table that helps
practitioners to read the raw responses associated with each privacy concern category (Figure 11,
right).

8 CASE STUDIES ON REAL-WORLD DATA PRACTICES

We analyzed 12 real-world data practices derived from media reports and research papers using
the storytelling framework outlined in Section 4. The purpose of these case studies is twofold. We
use these case studies to test the expressiveness of the storytelling framework, and later used these
generated storyboards for LPR evaluations (Section 9).

8.1 Method

We selected 12 data practices across a diverse set of categories, such as Internet of things
(Appendix Figures 25 and 31), eCommerce (Appendix Figures 24, 25, and 34), social networks
(Appendix Figures 28 and 30), advertising (Appendix Figure 23), computational psychology
(Figures 26 and 33), data science experiments (Appendix Figures 23, 28, and 29), and scenarios
involving vulnerable populations (Appendix Figures 27, 28, and 31). We intentionally excluded:
(1) government surveillance since it often involves complex civil rights discussions; and (2) data
breaches since these are not intentional parts of a system’s design.
Individual reports or papers may only involve one data application; we combined the relevant

stories if the underlying data actions are similar. For example, a social network company may use
the emotion-sensing technique (Figure 28) to run a psychology experiment [65], a teenage suicide
detection [27], or an emotion-based advertisement targeting [71, 104]. Here, we focused on the
scenarios and outcomes that are most common and natural based on a review of media reports.
Althoughwe did not enumerate all possible cases, practitioners can easily extend the story to cover
more data applications in the future.
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Table 9. The List of 12 Tested Scenarios Derived from Media Reports and Research Papers

# Scenario name Description

1 Search engine click-through

data [7, 55]

Google runs an A/B test experiment to determine the best color

for the weblinks in search results.

2 Loyalty card in a retail

store [135]

Woodruff et al. [135] enumerated several common data usages

associated with retail store loyalty cards.

3 Checkout free retail

store [81]

Amazon Go stores install hundreds of cameras to enable

checkout-free shopping experience and other smart features.

4 Game chat log [100] Riot uses League of Legends chatlogs to weed out toxic

employees.

5 Pregnancy intimate

data [51]

The pregnancy-tracking app Ovia lets women record their most

sensitive data for themselves—and their boss.

6 Social network sentiment

analysis [27, 65, 71, 104]

Facebook may use the emotion-sensing technique to run a

psychology experiment [65], a teenage suicide detection [27], or

an emotion-based advertisement targeting [71, 104].

7 Online dating

experiments [54, 134]

OkCupid runs two data science experiments to understand the

romantic relationship: score manipulation & love is blind.

8 Email contacts for social

network

bootstrapping [52, 88]

Google appropriates the G-mail data to bootstrap Google Buzz, a

social networking service.

9 A fitness tracker [103] Sexual activity tracked by fitbit shows up in Google search results.

10 Predicting a woman’s

pregnancy [53]

Target uses users’ purchase data to predict a woman’s pregnancy,

aiming to hook parents-to-be at that crucial moment.

11 An insurer employs

AI [96, 129]

China’s largest insurer, Ping An, starts to employ artificial

intelligence to identify untrustworthy and unprofitable

customers.

12 eCommerce Price

discrimination [2, 22]

(1) Travelocity practices price discrimination using users’ device

information. (2) Uber finds that users are more likely to pay for

surge pricing if the battery is low on their phones.

We selected these data practices across a diverse set of categories, such as IoT (#3, #9), eCommerce (#2, #3, #12), social

networks (#6, #8), advertising (#1), computational psychology (#4, #11), a data science experiment (#1, #6, #7), and

scenarios involving vulnerable populations (#5, #6, #10).

Three participants were involved in the story creation process. These participants had
backgrounds in User experience research, privacy research, and software engineering, respectively,
mimicking a real world setting in the industry [28]. Two of the participants were not aware of the
storytelling framework in advance. We first briefed participants on the framework, then presented
them with a set of compiled news media reports, and finally asked them to summarize these
new reports and generalize an LPR story representation collaboratively. Each story creation took
between 20 and 30 minutes.

8.2 Results

Figure 12 illustrates an example privacy storyboard overview of data practice #2. We only offer a
brief text summary for each data action in these illustrations. The complete set of all 12 illustrations
is available in Appendix C.

9 EVALUATION: CONSISTENCY, COST AND LATENCY, AND RESULT QUALITY

We demonstrate through our evaluation that LPR is cheap, fast, consistent, and can help
practitioners find the concerns they are not aware of. Note that our evaluation focuses on the
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Fig. 12. A privacy storyboard of scenario #2 “Loyalty card in a retail store” using the LPR framework. A retail
store collects users’ data through a loyalty card and uses the data for insurance and coupon personalization.
Three participants created the storyboard collaboratively using the worksheet (Appendix B).

feasibility of using crowd workers to learn about potential privacy concerns pertaining to data
practices rather than the usability of our support tools (e.g., our website and our visualization).
We leave these evaluations in future work.

Result summary: (1) Discovery of privacy concerns saturates as the number of evaluators
exceeds 14 participants; (2) LPR can collect a consistent and saturated results in 5.5 hours, costing
3.7 hours of total crowd work (≈$80); and (3) The crowd inspection found 89% of privacy concerns
identified by a group of software and data practitioners as well as 139% more privacy concerns
that practitioners are not aware of, at a 6% estimated FA rate.

9.1 Deployment and Apparatus

We deployed the generated surveys (Figure 13, left) on AMT to test the practical applicability of
LPR. We recruited 20 unique participants through TurkPrime [74] for each story and paid each
participant $1 for completing a short survey (including less than 5 free text questions) or $2 for
a longer survey. We also informed our participants that we will give an additional $1 reward if
participants provide thoughtful reasoning in open-ended questions. To avoid priming workers
during task selection [15], we advertised the survey as a “data practice survey,” not as a survey
specifically about privacy. On average, it takes 8 minutes to complete a short survey and around
15 minutes to complete a long survey. We granted bonus rewards to all the participants. So the
average hourly pay for an inspection participant is between $12 and $15.
We then distributed the neutral15 and negative free-text responses in privacy concern annotation

tasks (see Figure 6) on AMT. Here, annotators are allowed to complete multiple tasks. We
forwarded each free-text response to three annotators and rewarded each completed task $0.20.
LPR accepts the annotation if more than two participants annotate the response into the same
concern. Each annotation task takes around 45 seconds, resulting in an hourly wage of $15.
Baseline. Our baseline is to mimic the real-world process: a small team (N = 6) of practitioners

need to guess users’ reactions to justify the privacy design [20] when a formal privacy review is not
available. We recruited 24 data practitioners (11 male, 13 female) through mailing lists and campus
flyers. All participants have advanced degrees: 3 Bachelor, 14 Master, and 5 Ph.D. Participants
also indicated that they have at least two years of experience in one of the following areas: User
Experience Research (11), Software Engineering (7), and Privacy Engineering (6). A total of 16

15We also forwarded the neutral responses since some neural responses contain both positive and negative opinions.
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Fig. 13. The survey templates for crowd workers (left) and the software and data practitioners (right). The
left template asks participants (i.e., crowd workers) to imagine themselves as users. In contrast, the right
template asks participants to imagine themselves as company employees and guess users’ reactions. We
highlight the differences between the templates in yellow boxes.

out of 24 participants have professional working experience in an IT company. We consider these
participants have basic-to-intermediate knowledge about privacy, who have a comparable level of
privacy expertise as the real-world teams [28].

We then tailored the survey template for practitioners (Figure 13, right), in which we asked
respondents to assume themselves as company employees, guess users’ responses, and explain
their rationale. We asked each data practitioner to review three different stories and complete the
corresponding surveys, which took between 40 and 70 minutes. We compensated each participant
$20 for their time.
Ground truth. We recruited three trained HCI privacy researchers (one fourth-year Ph.D.

student and two Post-doc researchers, one male and two female) to create the ground truth list
of privacy concerns for each data action. None of these researchers participated in the earlier
story creation process nor the authors of this article. All three researchers have rich experience
conducting user studies regarding users’ privacy concerns and have worked on usable privacy
research for more than four years. These experiences allow them to anticipate privacy concerns
better than most data practitioners. Although individual experts may suffer from biases and blind
spots, we aggregate all three researchers’ judgments to leverage the collective wisdom.
We first presented these researchers with the privacy concern taxonomy (Appendix A) and

briefly introduced the structure of the taxonomy. We then merged the results (i.e., lists of privacy
concerns) from the crowd workers and the practitioners, and presented the combined results
blindly to researchers. For each data action, researchers saw the text description, a list of merged
privacy concerns, and the complete taxonomy. To avoid biases, researchers were not aware of the
sources of individual privacy concerns.
We then asked the researchers to evaluate each privacy concern’s importance on a 10-point

scale and identify the “false positive” concerns (FAs). We defined importance by adapting the
definition of privacy risks into the context of privacy concerns: the likelihood multiplies the
severity. We considered a privacy concern a FA if more than two judges marked it invalid. The
inter-rater reliability for labeling FAs was 0.82. We computed the ground truth list with magnitude
by summing the ratings from individual researchers.
Caveats. The ground truth list may not cover some “unknown unknown” privacy concerns if

all the participants (i.e., the crowd workers, practitioners, and researchers) miss these concerns.
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Fig. 14. The aggregated distribution of responses
in all scenarios across different scores. We present
the individual distributions in Appendix D.

Fig. 15. The aggregated frequency distribution
of different response lengths in all 12 scenarios
(Appendix Table 9).

Each data practice in the experiment has been inspected by 20 crowd workers, 6 data practitioners,
and 3 researchers. It is very unlikely that any of the data practices would have any major privacy
concerns which did not bother some of these participants enough to complain about it. However, it
is still possible that the next subject would stumble over a new minor privacy concern. Therefore,
we stated the “known” number of privacy concerns for each story, and the statistics in Section 9.3.3
are based on the number of known problems.

9.2 Crowd Inspection Data Summary: Free-Text Responses and Annotations

In total, we collected 1,182 privacy opinions from crowd workers regarding each data action, each
containing a short free-text response associated with a comfortableness score (five-point scale).
Figure 14 illustrates the distribution of the responses across different scores. Most participants
took a positive or negative position on the data action, while only 6% chose to be neutral (i.e.,
neither comfortable or uncomfortable). The average length of the free-text responses is 213.3
(std = 86.0) characters, and the longest response is 675 characters. Figure 15 illustrates the
frequency distribution of different lengths.
We forwarded the neutral16 and negative responses (#=739) in annotation tasks and collected

three independent annotations for each response. Crowd workers annotated the aforementioned
privacy concern using our provided list in 2,197 tasks and reported “uncovered privacy concerns”
in the other 20 tasks (less than 1%). On average, each crowd worker checked 1.7 (std = 1.0) privacy
concerns in a privacy concern annotation task (Figure 16). The average inter-rater reliability is 0.40
(std = 0.33), indicating that crowd workers agreed with each other moderately well. Since crowd
workers often stop labeling privacy concern categories once they find one or two match concerns
(avg = 1.7 out of 15), this agreement is lower than the agreement between privacy researchers.

For each uncovered privacy concern, participants provided a short description in the “other
concern” textbox (Figure 6). We manually reviewed “other concern” annotations and found that
they were often covered in our provided list. For example, one participant described a new
concern—“involves invasion of women’s right to privacy,” which we felt fell into the category of
“lack of protection for the vulnerable population.” We design the annotation task as a lightweight
task (30–60 seconds), so it is a tradeoff that some participants may have a shallow understanding
of the list. Indeed, LPR can still identify an accurate annotation by merging the annotations from
multiple participants since the “other concern” annotation is infrequent (less than 1%).

16We noticed that many neutral responses contain both positive feedback and negative concerns. Participants assessed

their comfortableness as neutral after balancing both perspectives.
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Fig. 16. The distribution of the number of concerns found per annotation task. Most annotation participants
only check one privacy concern in a privacy concern task.

9.3 Results

The output of the crowd inspection is a list of privacy concern annotations regarding different
data actions. Each annotation is associated with a short free-text response, a comfortableness score
(five-point scale), and crowd workers’ participation data (e.g., a start time and a completion time).

To characterize the LPR’s performance, we summarize our results based on the following three
criteria:

— Consistency: Would discovery of privacy concerns saturate as the number of evaluators
increases? How many crowd workers does LPR need to achieve a decent coverage?

— Cost and latency: How much does the crowd inspection cost? How long do practitioners
need to wait for the feedback?

— Result quality: How good is the range of discovered privacy concerns? Can LPR prioritize
the concerns well?

9.3.1 Consistency. Our evaluation of the consistency is similar to the experiments Nielsen
et al. [91] conducted for usability heuristic evaluation. We constructed hypothetical aggregates
of varying sizes to test how many privacy concerns such aggregates would theoretically find. For
each story, aggregates were formed by choosing the number of people in the aggregate randomly
from the total set of crowd workers.
To recap, each privacy concern is always associated with a data action. If LPR finds that two

different data actions (A, B) both have a privacy concern X, LPR recognizes A-X and B-X as two
privacy concerns. However, if two free-text responses for the same data action mention a privacy
concern X, LPR only considers it (i.e., A-X) as one privacy concern.
We further quantified the consistency in two settings: an explorative search and a tight-budget

search. In the explorative search setting, we want to understand whether discovery of privacy
concerns saturate as the number of inspection participants increases, so we considered all the
reported privacy concerns valid. Instead, the tight-budget search focuses on a more realistic
setting that practitioners may only have resources to address top privacy concerns. Since privacy
opinions are often personal, some privacy concerns may only be reported by one individual.
The tight-budget search considers a privacy concern valid if more than 2 out of 20 participants
mentioned the same privacy concern for a data action.
Results: Figures 17 and 18 show the average proportion of privacy concerns found by each

size of aggregate. These averages were calculated by a Monte Carlo technique, where we selected
10,000 random aggregates for each aggregate size and experiment.

Although individual inspectors only find few privacy concerns (tight-budget: 21.3% ± 5.7%;
explorative: 13.3% ± 2.2%), collectively, aggregating their inspection results can reach good
coverage. Aggregating 5 participants can find 66.3% of the privacy concerns in a tight budget
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Fig. 17. Proportion of privacy concerns found by aggregates of size 1–20 in the explorative search for
scenarios #1–#12. The explorative search analysis studies the discovery of privacy concerns saturation in
an idealistic setting when the practitioners want to find any potential privacy concerns. Here, we considered
all the reported privacy concerns valid. On average, 18 participants can find 95.5% (std = 1.4%) of privacy
concerns.

Fig. 18. Proportion of privacy concerns found by aggregates of size 1–20 in the tight-budget search for
scenarios #1–#12. The tight-budget search focuses on a more realistic setting that practitioners may only
have resources to address top privacy concerns. The tight-budget search considers a privacy concern valid
if more than 2 out of 20 participants mentioned the same privacy concern for a data action. On average, 14
participants can find 97.1% (std = 1.2%) of privacy concerns.

search and 46.0% (std = 6.3%) of the privacy concerns in an explorative search. If we increase the
number of participants to 14, the coverages will reach 97.1% (std = 1.2%) and 84.0% (std = 4.4%),
respectively. We set the 95% coverage as the saturation cutoff threshold. The discovery of privacy
concerns saturates at roughly 14 participants in the tight budget search, and 18 participants in the
explorative search.

9.3.2 Cost and Latency. Here, we analyze the cost and latency of LPR to illustrate the benefits
of crowd privacy inspection. A formal privacy review often requires a few weeks’ turnaround
time [13] and costs $10,000–$60,000 in human labor for companies [82]. Our experiments show
that LPR can offer a report of privacy concerns at a small fraction (≈ 100X reduction) of the cost
and wait-time for a formal review.
Results: Table 10 enumerates the cost breakdown of each data practice. On average, we spent

around $114.45 for one privacy inspection, including $51.67 paid to inspectors (i.e., 4.52 hours
of total crowd work), $36.95 paid to annotators (i.e., 0.76 hours of total crowd work), and $25.83
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Table 10. The Cost Break Down of Tested Scenarios

# of data actions Inspection cost Annotation cost Hours of crowd work Cost1 Cost2

1 7 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 48 3.86 + 0.61 (hours) $114.80 $80.36

2 10 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 117 5.48 + 1.41 (hours) $177.08 $123.96

3 6 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 60 5.55 + 0.76 (hours) $123.80 $86.66

4 6 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 63 6.08 + 0.66 (hours) $126.05 $88.24

5 5 ($1.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 74 3.87 + 0.91 (hours) $106.90 $74.83

6 6 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 34 4.81 + 0.41 (hours) $104.30 $73.01

7 4 ($1.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 40 2.73 + 0.51 (hours) $81.40 $56.98

8 4 ($1.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 66 3.56 + 0.83 (hours) $100.90 $70.63

9 4 ($1.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 24 3.70 + 0.32 (hours) $69.40 $48.58

10 3 ($1.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 39 3.16 + 0.49 (hours) $80.65 $56.46

11 6 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 130 5.73 + 1.67 (hours) $176.30 $123.41

12 8 ($2.00 + $1.00) x 20 $0.20 x 3 x 44 5.74 + 0.57 (hours) $111.80 $78.26

Avg 5.75 $51.67 $36.95 4.52 + 0.76 = 5.28 (hours) $114.45 $80.11

Since the actual cost also depends on the task reward, we also reported the total hours of crowd work.

Inspection cost = (Worker payment + Guaranteed bonus payment) x 20 Workers.

Annotation cost = (Reward per assignment + Number of assignments per annotation) x Number of annotations.

Transaction fee (not included) = TurkPrime Fee + Inspection Amazon turk fee + Annotation Amazon turk fee.

Hours of crowd work = Time to answer surveys + Time to annotate responses.

Cost1 (The explorative search)= Inspection cost + Annotation cost + Transaction fee.

Cost2 (The tight-budget search) = Cost1 × 0.7.

Fig. 19. Inspection latency for scenarios #1–#12. Completing 20 surveys takes around 5 hours since the
process is not entirely parallel. The large jump in #1 is because we tested the “Microbatch” feature in
TurkPrime, which runs the HITs in sequence. The main latency comes from the locking mechanism in AMT.
When a participant claims the task but does not finish, another interested participant needs to wait until
the crowdsourcing platform releases the lock.

paid to the platforms. If we only involve 14 participants in the study, the average cost would be
around $80 (i.e., 3.70 hours of total crowd work). In general, the cost to inspect a data practice
increases as it involves more data actions. Scenario #2 is the most expensive data inspection,
which also contains the most data actions (N = 10). A negative data practice is more costly than
a positive data practice since it receives more negative responses, resulting in more annotation
tasks.
Figure 19 enumerates the survey completion times after releasing the complete set of tasks.

The experiment for story #1 consumes more time since we tested the “Microbatch” feature in
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Fig. 20. Annotation latency. Annotation tasks are more parallel than the inspection tasks for two reasons:
(1) each task takes less time to complete; and (2) a participant is allowed to complete multiple tasks. However,
participants are less motivated to complete the last few leftover tasks (usually one or two), which results in
the extended tail distribution in elapsed time. Fortunately, LPR can still identify the annotation by merging
the available annotations together without these few leftover ones. So practitioners need to wait about
2 hours to get the free-text response annotations.

TurkPrime, which runs the HITs in sequence. The rest experiments all enabled the “Hyperbatch”
feature, which ensures the fastest possible data collection by making the study available to all
workers who may want to take it at the same time.

Figures 19 and 20 show the latency of inspection and annotation tasks. On average, it takes 3.30
(std = 1.16) hours to collect 14 inspection survey responses and 2 hours to annotate the responses,
resulting in a total of latency of 5.5 hours.

9.3.3 ResultQuality. The crowd inspection outputs both the range andmagnitude of different
privacy concerns. We evaluate these two aspects by comparing the inspection results with the
ground truth list.
Method (coverage). To evaluate the coverage quality, we measure the number of valid privacy

concerns (Valid), the number of missed privacy concerns (Miss), and the number of FA for each
story. We considered a privacy concern valid if the privacy experts did not mark it as a FA.
We considered a privacy concern missed if the privacy concern is only discovered by the other
inspection method but it was not labeled as a FA by the judges.
Results (coverage). Table 11 enumerates the raw numbers of Valid, Miss, and FA for both

LPR and the baseline approach. In total, LPR finds 315 valid privacy concerns, misses 38 privacy
concerns, and reports 19 FA privacy concerns; while the baseline approach finds 138 valid privacy
concerns, misses 215 privacy concerns, and reports 12 FAs. LPR finds 123 privacy concerns that
are also identified by data practitioners (89.1%), as well as 192 privacy concerns that practitioners
are not aware of (139.1%). The estimated FA rate for LPR and practitioners are 6.0% and 8.7%,
respectively. LPR outperforms the baseline approach in all three metrics.
Method (magnitude).We define the magnitude of a privacy concern as the sum of associated

comfortableness scores. For example, if two inspectors report a same privacy concern with
“extremely uncomfortable” ratings (5), themagnitude of that privacy concernwould be 10. For each
data action, both approaches output a sorted list of privacy concerns based on the magnitude. We
measure the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [131] of each list to quantify
the ranking quality.
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Table 11. The Privacy Concern Coverage across 12 Stories

Participants
Story #1 Story #2 Story #3 Story #4

Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA

Crowd workers 17 5 1 60 5 2 30 0 1 26 4 1

Practitioners 13 9 3 20 45 0 6 24 1 12 18 0

Participants
Story #5 Story #6 Story #7 Story #8

Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA

Crowd workers 37 4 3 15 0 2 15 2 1 23 1 2

Practitioners 16 25 2 2 13 1 6 11 2 12 12 2

Participants
Story #9 Story #10 Story #11 Story #12

Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA Valid Miss FA

Crowd workers 18 2 5 17 4 1 45 9 0 12 2 0

Practitioners 7 13 1 7 14 0 28 26 0 9 5 0

A privacy concern is an FA if the privacy researchers think it non-relevant. We consider a privacy concern valid if

researchers did not mark it as an FA, and missed if the concern is only discovered by the other inspection method. LPR

outperforms the baseline approach in all three metrics. We bold the numbers to highlight the winning method.

Fig. 21. Normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG). If the predicted list is perfectly aligned with the
ground truth list, the nDCG equals 1. A 0.8 nDCG indicates 80% of the best ranking. The privacy concern
output from crowd workers outperforms the output from practitioners in all scenarios.

nDCGp =
DCGp

DCGm
where DCGp =

p∑

i=1

2r eli − 1
loд(1 + i )

, (1)

where DCGp is the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) for a particular rank p, DCGm is the
DCG for an ideal order (i.e., the ground truth order), i is the order of a specific privacy concern
in the output list, and reli is ground truth priority value for the privacy concern. Indeed, nDCG is
the ratio of the DCG of a recommended order to the DCG of the ideal order. If the predicted list is
perfectly aligned with the ground truth list, the nDCG equals 1. An 0.8 nDCG indicates 80% of the
best ranking.
Results (magnitude). We compute the nDCG scores for each data action and aggregate the

scores of actions in the same story. Figure 21 enumerates the nDCG scores for all 12 stories.
The privacy concern output from crowd workers achieves an average nDCG of 0.925, which
outperforms the output from practitioners (0.693).
To gain a better understanding of the nDCG values, we present the magnitudes of the concerns

associated with a data action in Table 12. As we can see, the results from crowd workers are
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Table 12. The Magnitude of Privacy Concerns for the “#7 Score Manipulation” Action
in Appendix Figure 29

Source The magnitude of privacy concerns DCG nDCG

Ground truth Violation of expectations (28), Deceptive data practice (25), Lack

of informed consent (23), Lack of alternative choice (23), Lack of

trust for algorithms (22), Lack of control of personal data (22), and

Insufficient data security (12)

101.27 1

Crowd workers Deceptive data practice (52), Lack of trust for algorithms (28), Lack

of informed consent (10), Violation of expectations (5), Lack of

control of personal data (5), and Insufficient data security (5)

95.67 0.945

Practitioners Deceptive data practice (19), Lack of alternative choice (5), and Data

commodification (4)

77.68 0.767

The results from crowd workers are closely aligned with the assessment by privacy researchers with some minor

mismatches, resulting in an nDCG of 0.945. Practitioners correctly found the top privacy concerns, missed four privacy

concerns, and reported an FA, producing an nDCG of 0.767.

closely aligned with the assessment by privacy researchers, with twominor mismatches: (1) crowd
workers miss a low priority concern—lack of alternative choice; and (2) crowd workers assign a
wrong priority to “violation of expectations,” resulting in an nDCG of 0.945. On the other side,
practitioners find the top privacy concerns correctly, miss four privacy concerns, and report an
FA, producing an nDCG of 0.767.

10 DISCUSSION

10.1 When and How to Use LPR?

Privacy feedback from actual users is often only collected after the software updates have been
deployed (e.g., [76]). LPR makes it easier to collect user feedback about a data practice more
frequently throughout the development lifecycle, similar to heuristic evaluation for usability
feedback. We envision that the primary use cases for LPR are to (1) detect possible backlash
over data collection/sharing/processing/usage when a formal privacy review is not available and
(2) explore alternative benign data practice variants through storyboard iterations.

One potential application of LPR is the integration of agile software engineering [10]. For
example, a product manager may turn an ongoing “epic” or new “user story”17 into a privacy
storyboard, bring the results to an all-hands meeting discussion, and discuss privacy implications
with the team. Past research [110, 135] shows that minor changes to a data practice design
can significantly reduce users’ disapproval and concern. However, exploring alternative benign
variants through formal privacy reviews is challenging. The low-cost and lightweight nature of
LPR can allow practitioners to iteratively improve their data practices based on fast user feedback,
which can help a product team in avoiding implementing problematic software features/data
practices.
Further, LPR can be used with great flexibility. First, practitioners can build knowledge of the

data practice incrementally. A practitionermight not have all the required knowledge for a complex
data practice. In that case, she can build storyboards for the familiar parts as a starting point, and
incrementally add and modify data actions as needed. The design of the tree-typology and the
decoupling of risk–benefit analysis support these usages. Second, the number of crowd workers
involved is flexible. Our result shows that 14 participants found 97% of privacy concerns. However,

17“Epic” and “user story” are terms of agile software development, which refer to task narratives for sprint planning [8].
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practitioners may have fewer participants for early prototypes (e.g., refining wordings) and more
participants for later stage prototypes, along with full privacy reviews.

10.2 CrowdWorker Engagement

Informally, crowd workers felt positive about the participation experience. At the end of all the
crowd surveys, we asked participants to provide optional feedback regarding the task experience.
Most participants commented favorably. One said: “This was one of the best surveys I’ve done
in a long time. Very thought-provoking.” Another said: “Thank you for the interesting survey. I
enjoyed reading and reflecting on my feelings for each scenario.” In addition, the average length
of free-text responses exceeded (213.3 characters) the required length (100 characters), and a few
participants enthusiastically wrote a multi-paragraph composition to elaborate on their concerns.

10.3 The Actual Cost and Latency of Conducting an LPR

Note that the actual cost and latency of reviewing a specific data practice depends on multiple
factors, such as the task reward, the number of data actions, and the crowd worker market’s
engagement. Instead of predicting the exact cost for future LPR reviews, our goal in this article is
to demonstrate that the crowd inspection can be an order of magnitude cheaper and faster than
a traditional privacy review, which often costs several thousand US dollars [83, 124] and has a
turnaround time of a few weeks [59, 97].

In practice, practitioners can further reduce latency by releasing extra tasks. The main latency
in our experiments comes from the locking mechanisms in AMT (see Figure 20): when a
participant claims the task but does not finish, another interested participant needs to wait for
the crowdsourcing platform to release the lock. By releasing extra tasks, practitioners can collect
enough responses without waiting for the last few locked tasks, although it will cost extra money.

11 LIMITATIONS: WHEN DOES LPR NOT WORK?

11.1 Requirements for Practitioners

LPR imposes two requirements for practitioners. First, practitioners need to communicate the data
practice in an LPR story honestly. Since participants in LPR understand the data practice using
the privacy storyboard rather than through real-world interactions, it is possible that different
wordings and framings in the descriptions may impact their perception [15]. Techniques avoiding
self-deception in business ethics [99] might alleviate this effect.

Second, practitioners need to have a comprehensive understanding of the data practice
design and communicate it accurately to the participants. For example, when reviewing the
Uber battery-based privacy surging data practice, a machine learning expert may challenge
if the black-box machine learning model stealthily optimized the surge price based on users’
smartphone battery data. However, crowd workers lack the expertise to foresee these types
of issues. It would be the practitioners’ responsibility to run extra sanity tests to understand
the implications. Since LPR allows users to build and modify the storyboard incrementally,
practitioners can potentially build such an understanding through multiple iterations.

11.2 CrowdWorker Representativeness

Our experiments in this article approximate the everyday user population by querying AMT crowd
workers. On-demand crowdworkers can provide privacy-relevant feedback in a faster and cheaper
way than dedicated privacy specialists (e.g., experienced privacy engineers and UX researchers).
However, such an approximation may not resemble the intended user population for a given
product or service. One potential solution to address this issue is to consider recruiting participants
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from multiple channels (e.g., marketing survey for real users and internal dog food users) or direct
LPR to the targeted user group of the specific data practice in mind.
In our evaluation, all the crowdworkers can only participate our study once to avoid the learning

effect. However, in practice, if crowd workers get more experienced in LPR surveys over time, they
might better calibrate across data practices and spot common blind spots. Future work may look
into methods to improve the productivity of crowd workers on privacy inspection.

12 FUTURE WORK

12.1 Understanding the Iteration Process of Data Practice Design

Our current study focuses on the feasibility and benefits of crowd inspection, which has not
explored the iterative process of data practice designs. Future research should try to run
multi-session studies with practitioners to observe how practitioners understand crowd workers’
responses, derive new hypotheses for the sources of privacy concerns, and develop new data
practice variations to validate their assumptions.

12.2 Privacy Training for Practitioners through LPR

Privacy training for practitioners has been challenging [28]. The current formal privacy
review paradigm may perpetuate an undesirable trend: data practitioners tend to leave privacy
considerations to dedicated specialists and do not think about them actively. In contrast, the design
of LPR requires practitioners to be in the loop of the privacy decision-making process, allowing
them to access the actual feedback from users and test their hypotheses at a low cost. Future
research should run field studies to test whether practitioners’ can better expect users’ privacy
concerns after using LPR, and whether this acquired privacy expertise are transferrable to unseen
data practices.

12.3 Guidelines and Best Practices for Authoring Storyboards

To ensure quality storyboard, we asked three participants with some background in privacy to
create the storyboards (see Section 8.1). We found that participants can create storyboards in
20–30 minutes. However, similar to UX storyboarding [121], novice users may encounter various
challenges in the creation of storyboards (e.g., wording and flow organization). Future work should
look into characterizing what kinds of privacy storyboards are most effective and what kinds of
guidelines and tools (beyond our worksheet) can best help practitioners create those storyboards.

12.4 Summarizing Positive Opinions

The current design of LPR focuses on the negative opinions and can only summarize them into
the magnitude and range of privacy concerns. For positive opinions, practitioners can only read
the raw text indexed by comfortableness scores and users (e.g., Figures 10 and 11). Future work
should look into building a taxonomy for the positive opinions and building interfaces to help
users contrast the positive opinions with the negative ones on the same topics.

12.5 Creating New Privacy Indexes to Educate Users and Inform Companies

It is possible to use LPR to collect privacy opinions from a large number of participants on exemplar
data practices, making it possible to build a new type of privacy index that can quantify the ranges
and magnitudes of privacy concerns for different demographics. We can use such an index in two
ways. First, a consumer may compare their responses to the index to better calibrate their privacy
sensitivity [31, 126]. For example, LPR can show a participant that 30% of other participants share
the same privacy concerns of you, and 20% reported different privacy concerns. Second, the index
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can potentially depict a privacy norm for a specific data practice design in the form of aggregated
privacy concerns (i.e., range and magnitude) quantitatively.

13 CONCLUSION

We introduce LPR, a fast, cheap, and accessible system to help practitioners evaluate users’ privacy
concerns of data practices in consumer-facing businesses. LPR takes a proposed data practice,
quickly breaks it down into smaller parts, generates a set of questionnaire surveys, solicits users’
opinions through the proxy of crowd workers, and summarize those opinions in a compact form
for practitioners to use. Our experiments show that LPR finds 89% of privacy concerns identified
by data practitioners as well as 139% more privacy concerns that practitioners are not aware of, at
a 6% estimated FA rate.
LPR contributes three unique benefits to existing privacy solutions. First, LPR is more accessible

than existing technologies, which can help small teams and individuals who do not have resources
to hire dedicated privacy specialists. Second, LPR can help professional teams collect direct
feedback from end users, ameliorating potential bias and blind spots. Third and more broadly,
LPR advocates users’ voices in the increasingly important privacy debate.

APPENDIX

A COMPLETE LPR PRIVACY CONCERN TAXONOMY

Fig. 22. The overview of LPR privacy concern taxonomy. We used a ground theory approach to build the list
of common privacy concerns, which is the basic vocabulary to characterize users’ free-text privacy responses.
To help practitioners comprehend the list quickly, we further organized these privacy concern types into three
high-level categories: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice.
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Table 13. The Privacy Concerns (PC) under Respect for Persons

PC category Example subcategories Example quotes

Invasive monitoring
Too much data I feel uncomfortable because I am being

watched so closely.
Too sensitive data I don’t like the idea of my fertility data being

used in any way.

Violation of
expectations/social
norms

Unexpected data sharing No one should be sharing this with other
companies unless there was illegal activity
going on.

Unexpected data
collection

I don’t think the company should have any
information like that.

Unexpected data
appropriation

I don’t think that how someone acts in a game
should impact their ability to get a job.

Lack of respect for

autonomy

Decisional interference Marketers are using this information to get me
to click on their ads, and it may not be the
product that draws my attention but rather
the color.

Users prefer self-control
than data-driven
automation

Just let me select the item and pay for it. I
don’t need these false conveniences.

Lack of informed

consent

Lack of transparency The app is now operating in hidden ways that
are not explained to the user.

Lack of consent I don’t like knowing they are using
psychological tactics to gain profit from me
based on info they acquired without my
consent.

Violation of existing
consent

I don’t think that I agree to share my data.

Deceptive or
misleading data
practice

I feel uncomfortable because the company is
misleading me, and that goes against the tacit
understanding I had when agreeing to use the
app.

Lack of protection
for vulnerable
populations

I think the company should not send
pregnancy product ads to high school girls.
I feel targeting ads at sad/anxious teenagers is
unethical.

Lack of an

alternative choice.

No opt-out option I feel uncomfortable because I cannot choose
not to participate.

Respect for persons: the company should respect users’ dignity, autonomy, and provides special protection to vulnerable

populations. The example quotes are from crowd workers’ survey responses.
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Table 14. The PC under Beneficence

PC category Example subcategories Example quotes

Insufficient data

security

Potential data breach I feel uncomfortable because a data breach
may occur.

Insufficient

anonymization

Insufficient
anonymization

Because my company is small, so it wouldn’t
be very anonymous even without identifiable
information.

Too high potential

risks

Risk of financial loss I don’t trust that the company won’t just use
the data to further cut their own costs
whenever possible and further screw over
their own employees with less benefits, etc.

Risk of opportunity loss I don’t want my private sensitive health
information revealed to anyone really,
especially my employers, when it may impact
employee promotions or other decisions.

Risk of reputation loss

Beneficence: the benefits of a data practice for users should justify the potential risks/costs. The example quotes are from

crowd workers’ survey responses.

Table 15. The PC under Justice

PC category Example subcategories Example quotes

Bias or

discrimination

The idea of fluctuating pricing seem
somewhat unethical and possibly illegal.
Everyone should be charged the same.

Lack of trust for

algorithms

Concerns on the
imperfect implementation

I would not trust their algorithms.

Concerns on algorithmic
automation

I don’t like the idea of a store getting ideas
about me based solely on what I buy. I think
I’m more dimensional than my purchases
alone may suggest.

Lack of control of

personal data

I have no way to control the data after sharing
the data.

A company profits
from users’ data but
provides little value
to the users (i.e.,
data
commodification)

The company will use this data to profit off
my shopping and buying habits. I do not see
any benefit of this save for additional targeted
marketing.
I feel uncomfortable because I don’t want my
clicks tracked for the purpose of making a
company more money off of me through ads.

Justice: each user deserves equal and fair treatment in the given data practice. The example quotes are from crowd

workers’ survey responses.
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Table 16. There Can Be Three Types of Data Stakeholders: Data Subjects, Data Observers, and Data
Beneficiaries/Victims

Primitives Definitions Examples

Data subject the people who contribute their data female employees

Data observer the entities that have access to people’s

data

the App developer and the

employers

Data beneficiaries/victims the people impacted by a data practice the employees, the app developer

and the employers

From the news report above, we identify the following stakeholders.

B DATA ACTION ANALYSIS WORK SHEET

B.1 Overview

This worksheet aims to help a data practitioner construct a privacy storyboard based on a data
practice he/she has in mind. A privacy storyboard contains a set of data actions organized in a tree
topology. We provide definitions, instructions, and examples below.

B.2 An Example Data Practice

We illustrate the procedure of privacy storyboarding through an example data practice, derived
from “Is your pregnancy app sharing your intimate data with your boss?” published in The
Washington Post in April 2019.18

We offer a summary of the news report below:
The period- and pregnancy-tracking app Ovia helps users track their pregnancy journeys.

Employers who pay the apps’ developer can offer their workers a special version of the apps that relays
their health data—in a “de-identified,” aggregated form—to an internal employer website accessible
by human resources personnel. The companies offer it alongside other health benefits and incentivize
workers to input as much about their bodies as they can, saying the data can help the companies
minimize health-care spending, discover medical problems, and better plan for the months ahead.
However, experts worry that the employers could identify women based on information relayed in
confidence, particularly in workplaces where few women are pregnant at any given time.

B.3 Instructions

Step 1(a). Enumerate the potential outcomes that will be generated by the data practice.

The news report describes two possible outcomes (data applications) as follows:
(1) Employers can use the information to determine when and how many female employees

will take maternity leave, which can then be used to plan for openings and health insurance.
(2) Although the pregnancy related data are anonymized, the employer may still be able to

identify the specific female employee through other information.
In practice, it might be challenging to enumerate every possible outcome in one pass; the focus

here should be on the most possible and common cases (both positive and negative). You may
revisit this step later and add new outcomes incrementally.

Step 1(b). Identify the data stakeholders for each data application. A data stakeholder

is an individual or group that could affect or be affected by the data practice. In practice,
you may identify more outcomes after enumerating the stakeholders. You may revisit Step 1(a) to
iterate the storyboard.

18See https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/10/tracking-your-pregnancy-an-app-may-be-more-public-

than-you-think/?arc404=true\for\the\news\report.
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Table 17. A Data Action is the Smallest Unit in an LPR Story, Which Describes a Specific Operation that
Consumer Businesses Interact with Users’ Data

Primitives Definitions

Data collection A data observer collects/stores data from data subjects.

Data processing A data observer processes users’ data to derive new data.

Data sharing A data observer shares users’ data or derived data with another data stakeholder (i.e.,

observer, subject, and beneficiary/victim).

Data usage A data observer uses the data in a certain way that impacts a data beneficiary/victim.

We used four types of data action primitives: (1) Data collection; (2) Data sharing; (3) Data processing; and (4) Data usage.

Step 2(a). Identify the data actions in a data practice and organize them in a tree typology.

We identify the following data actions from the news story above:
(1) Data collection: A pregnancy app collects data from their uses.
(2) Data processing: The app processes users’ behavior data and generates some statistics.
(3) Data sharing: The app shares the data with many employers.
(4) Data usage: Employers use the data to determine healthcare spending.
(5) Data usage: Employers use the data to identify female employees who are pregnant.

Step 2(b). Organize the flow of the data actions.We organize the two data applications as the
following two sequences with shared data actions.
Application 1: (1) -> (2) -> (3) -> (4)
Application 2: (1) -> (2) -> (3) -> (5)

Step 3. Describe each data action in succinct text. The last step is to generate a text description
for each data action, explaining the details of a data action to the non-tech-savvy audience. An
ideal description should contain all the necessary privacy-salient information (e.g., how the data
are being collected, who it is being shared with, what information is being derived, and how the
data are being used) while being succinct.
You may think each data action through the following questions and use a lightweight

description structure: [Context] [Data action][Further description - optional].
Questions for data collection.

— Context: Who is the data observer? What is the data subject? What data are being
collected/stored? Why is the company collecting/storing the data?

— Data action: How is the data being collected?
— Further description: Is the data collection anonymous/pseudo-anonymous/non-anonymo-

us? Do the users receive an explicit notification?Howwill the company keep the data?When
will they delete the data? Do users receive compensation?

Data action (1): A pregnancy app collects data from their users.

Detailed description: [Context] A pregnancy-tracking app provides health-care aid for women
to understand their bodies better. Users can log in to record their bodily function, e.g., sex
drive, medications, and mood. The app has a “fertility algorithms,” which analyze the users’
menstrual data and suggest good times to try to conceive. [Data action] Your company establishes
a partnership with the app developer. [Further description] Your company pays each employee $1
a day in gift card if she regularly uses the app.
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Questions for data processing.

— Context: Who is the observer? What are the raw data? What are the derived data?
— Data action: How are the data being processed?
— Further description: Is the processing anonymized? Who did the processing? Algorithms

or humans? How is the processing method developed?

Data action (2): The app processes users’ health data and generate related statistics.

Detailed description: The pregnancy-tracking app aggregates the data of employees in the
same company and removes personally identifiable information (e.g., name, e-mail, and age).

Questions for data sharing.

— Context: Who is the sender? Who is the recipient? Why does the sender share the data?
— Data action: How are the data being shared?
— Further description: Is the data sharing for profit? Is the process secure?

Data action (3): The app shares the data with many employers.

Detailed description: The employer pays the app developer to get their employees’ aggregated
data and related statistics, e.g., how many workers using the app had faced high-risk pregnancies
or had given birth prematurely; how soon the new moms planned to return to work.

Questions for data usage.

— Context: Who is the observer? Who is the data beneficiary/victim?
— Data action: What are the potential risks (i.e., the probability and impact) for impacted

users?
— Further description: Are users aware of such data usage? Does the company have users’

informed consent? Does the company give users compensation?

Data action (4): Employers use the data to determine healthcare spending.

Detailed description: The employer plans to use the data to minimize health-care spending,
discover medical problems, and better plan human resources for the months ahead.

Data action (5): Employers use the data to identify female employees who are pregnant.

Detailed description: The employer can still identify the employee based on information
relayed in confidence, particularly in workplaces where few women are pregnant at any given
time. These intimate information may impact that employee’s promotion.

Here, we generate the final version of privacy storyboard for this data practice.
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C 12 REAL-WORLD PRIVACY STORIES AND THEIR PRIVACY STORYBOARDS

Figures 23–34 illustrate the privacy storyboards of 12 real-world data practices. We only offer a
brief text summary for each data action in these illustrations. The complete textual description is
available on the accompanying website.

Fig. 23. A privacy storyboard of “#1 Search engine clickthrough data.” A company records users’
clickthrough behavior in an A/B test experiment anonymously and uses the data for advertising and search
personalization.

Fig. 24. A privacy storyboard of “#2 Loyalty card in a retail store.” A retail store collects users’ data through
a loyalty card and uses the data for insurance and coupon personalization.

Fig. 25. A privacy storyboard of “#3 checkout free retail store.” An e-commerce company opens a
checkout-free retail store by installing various sensors inside a physical store.
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Fig. 26. A privacy storyboard of “#4 game chat log.” An online game company uses chatlogs to identify
potential problems in the workspace.

Fig. 27. A privacy storyboard of “#5 pregnancy intimate data.” A pregnancy app shares users’ intimate body
data with their employers.

Fig. 28. A privacy storyboard of “#6 social network.” A social networking service company analyzes users’
posts through sentiment analysis and uses insights in different ways.
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Fig. 29. A privacy storyboard of “#7 data science experiments in a dating app.” An online dating app conducts
several experiments to understand the nature of romantics.

Fig. 30. A privacy storyboard of “#8 Email contacts for social network bootstrapping.” A technology company
appropriates users’ e-mail data to bootstrap a new social network service.

Fig. 31. A privacy storyboard of “#9 Fitness tracking.” A wearable technology company collects users’
intimate behavior data and makes them public by default.

Fig. 32. A privacy storyboard of “#10 retail store pregnancy.” A retail store predicts users’ pregnancy status
by analyzing their purchase history.
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Fig. 33. A privacy storyboard of “#11 an insurer employs AI.” An insurance company uses facial-recognition
technology to identify untrustworthy and unprofitable customers.

Fig. 34. A privacy storyboard of “#12 dynamic pricing.” Technology companies collect users’ behavior data
to adjust the service price dynamically.
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D THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ACROSS DIFFERENT SCORES FOR
INDIVIDUAL SCENARIOS

Fig. 35. The individual distribution of responses in each scenario across different scores. At a glance, the
results offer many surprising results. For example, the seemingly less severed data practice, Google Buzz
data appropriation [52, 88] (i.e., “#8 Email data”), received the most negative feedback. At the same time, the
highly cited emotion contagion experiment [27, 65, 71, 104] (i.e., “#6 Social network”) is less criticized by the
crowd workers. Our focus of this article is to introduce the LPR framework; we will present the findings from
our data in a separate document.
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